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ABSTRACT
The extension of the Spanish high-speed rail network into the Basque Country will connect the
capital cities of the three Basque provinces, creating an opportunity to drive change at many levels
of the transportation network and making the region more attractive to both internal and external
business interests. Accordingly, accessibility improvements can drive economic growth, with
particular benefit to traditionally "peripheral" regions from the point of view of air accessibility
such as Donostia-San Sebastiin and Vitoria-Gasteiz. This thesis aims to identify how multimodal
integration and decision timelines impact network characteristics that collectively make the region
more accessible for business travel both originating in and destined for the Basque Country. The
high-speed rail alone will improve accessibility to a few destinations, but a multimodal journey -
provided there is a direct high-speed rail connection to Bilbao Airport - results in many sizeable
activity centers becoming reachable within a critical timeframe important to business journeys. A
system dynamics model captures the relationships between the various subsystems including the
high-speed rail network, the urban transportation networks, and Bilbao Airport. The main
contribution is to support decision-making that will prevent repeating historical mistakes in the
area of intermodality. This approach helps to depict the synergistic nature of sequential decisions
that can activate particular system feedback, resulting in compounded benefits. Due to the
nonlinearity of complex systems driven by reinforcing and balancing feedback loops, prioritizing
intermodality sooner than later will be much more impactful in the long term, leading to not only
faster growth but stabilizing and higher levels of performance - creating a sustainably attractive
landscape for business activity.
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1 Introduction
Invigorated by recent events like rapid urbanization in developing countries such as China, the
2008 Financial Crisis, and the 2009 Copenhagen Climate Summit, interest in high-speed rail is
high and growing. Since the first Shinkansen trains in Japan on the Tokyo-Osaka corridor opened
in 1964, high-speed rail has become an integral element not only of transportation, but of na-
tional identity as well. After Europe's first line found great success along the Paris-Lyon corridor
in the 1980s, the impetus to construct comprehensive national networks has been a focal point
of national governments as well as the European Union as it tries to curb greenhouse gas emis-
sions, encourage economic development, and improve intercity, interregional, and international
mobility.
High-speed rail first appeared in the Iberian Peninsula in 1992, along the Madrid-Sevilla route
in Spain. The Spanish network has expanded substantially and presently provides service be-
tween Madrid and nearly all significant population centers - with the most recent opening of
its Madrid-Valencia route in December of 2010, the country now boasts the largest high-speed
network' worldwide, second only to China2. The AVE service - Alta Velocidad Espafiola3 - has
become a Spanish symbol and a great source of national pride. The Spanish government is ac-
tively pursuing the development of all corridors perceived to be attractive markets in which to
provide high-speed service radially from Madrid.
An extension from the current northern high-speed rail terminus in Valladolid is under con-
struction, and will provide a connection between the Basque Country and the national capital.
Full operation is anticipated within the next five years. The extension from Valladolid will pass
through Burgos and reach the Basque Country via Vitoria-Gasteiz, splitting to serve both Bilbao
and Donostia-San Sebastidn. The latter three cities represent the largest concentrations in both
population and economic activity for the Basque Country, as each is the capital city of its respec-
tive province. Named for the shape of its alignment, the portion of the project contained within
the Basque Country is commonly referred to as the Basque Y, within which three axes of service
1
"Network size" is defined by track-kilometers.2As announced during the 7th World Congress on High Speed Rail, December 2010.
3Alta Velocidad Espanola means "Spanish High Speed" in the Spanish language. The Spanish word "ave" means
bird, creatively portrayed in the high-speed rail acronym (AVE).
are contained: between Vitoria-Gasteiz and Donostia-San Sebastidn, Vitoria-Gasteiz and Bilbao,
and Bilbao and Donostia-San Sebastidn. The following graphic shows the geographical relation-
ship of the Basque Country within Europe, followed by a diagram of the expected alignment of
the Y.
Figure 1: Geographical Relationship of the Basque Country to the European Center of Mass and
Schematic Rail Networks
Figure 2: Alignment of the Basque Y
-. New 8asqueRahway Network
Source: www.euskalyvasca.com
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The Basque Y is funded largely by the Spanish government but has been a cooperative effort
with the Basque government as well, with the Basque government advancing some of the invest-
ments to expedite construction, although some planning decisions are not completely finalized.
Outstanding items include operational plans such as frequency of service, fares, feeder service,
and fare integration; capital investments such as vehicle procurement; and infrastructure design
such as station location. This thesis will focus on the implications of the infrastructure design in
the context of Donostia-San Sebastiin, Bilbao, and Vitoria-Gasteiz.
In the case of Donostia-San Sebastidn, a design option is to locate the station outside of the capi-
tal city, in neighboring Astigarraga. The candidate location in Astigarraga is approximately 6 kilo-
meters from the city center of Donostia-San Sebastiin and is served by one intercity bus. If the
station were placed in Astigarraga, an unspecified shuttle service would link the infrastructure
to the urban core of San Sebastiin. The alternative Basque Y station is Donostia-San Sebastian's
existing long distance train station, Atotxa, located closer to the heart of the city and served by
multiple local and intercity buses as well as existing RENFE 4 intercity and long-distance services.
A long distance bus terminal is planned to be a key component in an upcoming Atotxa Station
renovation, making it a truly intermodal hub. The following graphic shows the penetration of the
local bus network5 within Donostia-San Sebastian, and the relationship of Astigarraga to the ur-
ban core. The station placement alternatives are denoted with a red dot approximately at Atotxa
Station and Astigarraga.
Figure 3: Donostia-San Sebastian Local Bus Network
4RENFE Operadora is the state-owned national rail operator of Spain.
5Local bus service is provided by DonostiaBus, Compania del Tranvia de San Sebastidn (www.dbus.es).
It has been determined that the Bilbao high-speed rail station will be integrated with its exist-
ing long-distance train station, Abando. Abando is well connected to the local bus, Metro, and
light rail network6 as well as RENFE long distance service. Abando also has been targeted for a
redesign that will include a new bus terminal as well as new office and residential developments,
emphasizing its role as a multimodal hub. The undetermined component of high-speed rail's
entry to Bilbao is whether the extension will include a stop at Bilbao Airport or at least be built at
a location and elevation that facilitates an extension to Bilbao Airport and Santander.
The benefits of multimodal integration are many, particularly when airports are integrated with
high-speed and high-quality ground transportation. As has been seen in the case of other high-
speed rail and airport connections in Europe, the symbiotic relationship results in a larger air-
port catchment area, higher rail ridership, improved access options for users, and strategic ad-
vantages for airlines - all of which are considerable motivations to create seamless connections
between the modes. Strong support for air-rail integration has been vocalized by users and
providers alike throughout Western Europe, and leaders in regions that do not yet have such
multimodal integration boldly communicate their desire to have it. Manuel L6pez Colmenarejo,
Commercial Director of Iberia Airlines, expressed his disappointment that Spain's high-speed
rail network has evolved in isolation from practices in other countries, and that despite the rapid
growth in kilometers of high-speed infrastructure, Spain is in a state of "absolute suspense" in
the area of intermodality. Lopez explains that the issue is particularly important for airline op-
erators and that they "are being penalized because of the lack of intermodality in Spain, and it
is going to get worse. 7" The Basque Country is uniquely positioned to be a turning point in the
way aviation and rail transportation interact in Spain.
1.1 Motivation
Along with the introduction of the high-speed rail line in the Basque Country comes inevitable
change and an opportunity to make tangible improvements in accessibility for travelers both in-
ternal and external to the region. A high percentage of the considerable volume of travelers who
6 Metro Bilbao includes two lines of sub-grade trains; at-grade light rail services are provided by Euskotren.
7 Translated from original transcript of his presentation titled "Air Transport and Infrastructure: Hub Operations
and High-Speed Rail Connection" given 24 March 2009.
currently use Bilbao Airport to access Madrid will shift to the high-speed rail alternative once the
extension through Valladolid is complete. The anticipation of and responsiveness to such a shift
in the travel profile will be key for Bilbao Airport to reach the goals of development and growth
set forth in recent years. After a (191M investment, Bilbao Airport capacity will reach 7,000,000
passengers by 20128; however, within a few years, when the Basque Y is in operation, a major
shift in travel patterns should be expected as many passengers traveling between the Basque
Country and Madrid begin using high-speed rail to travel along the corridor instead of flying. As
the airport sees a significant drop in travel volume, expanding its catchment area will become
increasingly important to be able to sustain such investments. Interestingly, the high-speed rail
can be both the cause of the problem and the key to the solution as well, if the extension to the
Bilbao Airport and Santander is designed and implemented.
This thesis is also motivated by the functional benefits of station placement as well as the urgency
of the issue. Because the high-speed rail line is currently under construction, these outstanding
infrastructure design decisions are critical. Sufficient triumphs and mistakes in the realm of sta-
tion placement and network connectivity can be observed throughout Europe; missing a great
opportunity or falling victim to a repeated mistake due to only a time constraint would be unfor-
tunate. It is essential to act swiftly, and this thesis aims to provide sufficient perspective concern-
ing business connectivity to support improving the station location and design at Atotxa Station
now, to achieve significant long term benefits. Additionally, a thesis written by Paul Lewis, titled
"Planning for a Regional Rail System: Analysis of High Speed and High Quality Rail in the Basque
Region," addresses the station placement issue from another perspective as it contributes to lo-
cal and regional accessibility and reaches similar conclusions; thus, the reader is encouraged to
refer to this document.
As one of the final principal lines9 to be developed in Spain, success in the Basque Region equates
8The investment and capacity goals were reported in various newspapers such as El Correo and El Pais. Although
some sources mention the capacity as 8 million, the newspapers reference a goal of providing a "good level of service"
to 7 million passengers.
9Principal lines can be considered to be those that extend radially from Madrid and existing lines include Madrid-
Sevilla/Milaga, Madrid-Barcelona, Madrid-Valencia, and Madrid-Valladolid (which will ultimately reach Donostia-
San Sebastiin/Bilbao, and potentially Galicia). A fifth principal line west from Madrid to Lisbon is under consid-
eration as well. Due to the distribution of population centers and economic activity, it is not likely that any other
principal lines will be constructed, although secondary lines that do not link to Madrid may evolve, following more of
a polycentric structure.
to success for Spain, and maybe even the opportunity to mitigate relative failures in other parts of
the country. For example, both air and rail operators in Spain have expressed that they consider
the lack of a connection between any high-speed rail line and Madrid Barajas Airport to be a
missed opportunity. A high-speed rail - Bilbao Airport connection would be the first of its kind on
the Iberian Peninsula, with considerable benefit for the three Basque Capitals and neighboring
provinces.
The high-speed rail will bring improvements to accessibility on multiple scales to travelers in the
Basque Country, and the prospect of an airport connection raises it to another level. Intercity
accessibility will be greatly improved as travel time between the three Basque capitals is reduced
by up to 50% in some cases when compared with auto travel times. Donostia-San Sebastian,
Bilbao, and Vitoria-Gasteiz will be within very reasonable commuting times of each other, with
travel times of less than 45 minutes along each link. Interregional accessibility will also experi-
ence a significant improvement. Travel times from the Basque Country to Madrid will be reduced
approximately 50%10 as well, bringing the cities within two and a half to three hours of Madrid.
Such travel times do not represent a viable commuting distance, but they do provide for feasible
return trips in a single day that are very important for business connectivity.
Considerable international accessibility improvements, however, depend entirely on the poten-
tial connection with Bilbao Airport. Since the Basque Y links south to connect to the Madrid
metropolitan area, it effectively requires travelers to move farther away from the European cen-
ter of mass before they move closer to it. For this reason, travelers are likely to choose the same
links and nodes to access international locations as they presently do, enjoying the same level of
accessibility to international destinations. However, if the Basque Y is extended to include Bil-
bao Airport, a one-seat rail connection to the airport will be provided to hundreds of thousands
of people for the first time, greatly increasing the level of accessibility to those who already uti-
lize Bilbao Airport as well as providing new accessibility to those who will begin to utilize Bilbao
Airport when such a service is provided.
Since the link in question is part of the high-speed infrastructure in a polycentric network (at
the regional level), a direct link to Bilbao Airport makes it accessible from many origins and des-
'oCompared with bus, the Basque Y will offer an approximate 55% reduction in travel time. Compared to auto, the
Basque Y will offer up to 45% reduced travel times.
tinations within a critical timeframe, with substantial benefit for local and regional economies.
A number of European destinations are accessible from Bilbao Airport in less than two hours'
flight time, but when considering check-in and existing airport access options, the total travel
time is easily more than four hours for travelers originating in or destined for an area outside of
Bilbao. The following chart" displays the travel time12 from Bilbao Airport of various European
destinations. The bubble sizes denote the population size of the destination, per EUROSTAT. The
light blue bubble denotes Bilbao, for reference. The green dots denote Vitoria-Gasteiz, Donostia-
San Sebastian, and Madrid, and their relative travel times via the high-speed rail networks, for
reference.
Figure 4: Accessibility from Bilbao Airport: European Destinations, Travel Times, Sample Ticket
Price, and Population Size
Bilbao Airport Destinations
Stuttgart
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Dusseld Frankfurt
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11Ticket prices, in U.S. dollars, are included in the chart for reference, but it should be noted that in the airline
business, fares are subject to revenue management, meaning they reflect not only supply and demand, but the change
in demand over time and other strategic interests. The implications for this thesis are that the fares are subject to
change as a function of many factors and should be interpreted as such, whereas direct travel times are not subject to
such fluctuations, except in the case of non-direct flights that may be offered as direct flights in the future.12Travel times are clock times based on published flight schedules.131t is assumed that the vast majority of travelers will choose high-speed rail as the preferred mode to access these
destinations from Bilbao.
......... .... ... .. .. ...................... . . ..... ........ .................................
This chart demonstrates that when considering the high-speed rail alone, there are few desti-
nations accessible from Bilbao, but when air travel is included, there are many sizeable activity
centers that fall within four hours' travel time. Combining these two hour flight times with ac-
cess/egress provided by the Basque Y, these destinations easily fall within four hours' total travel
time via a multimodal journey from many parts of the Basque Country. Four hours' travel time
is a critical threshold because it approximates the limit for a reasonable same-day return trip,
which is key for business travel. Business travel is already expensive because it is often booked
very near the departure date and with little flexibility in travel dates and times (among other rea-
sons); the additional expenses of hotel stays and the inconvenience to employees of having to
stay away from their homes and families create very real deterrents to business trips that cannot
be completed in a single day. Since business travel typically expands economic prospects, the
opportunity cost of not traveling is significant to both businesses as well as the local economies
to which they contribute.
Typical anticipation time for Bilbao Airport is currently 90 minutes for the average traveler. Re-
maining access and egress time within the four hour window range from 20 to 90 minutes, de-
pending on the destination. Not only does high-speed rail provide an opportunity to reduce the
actual access and egress time, it also provides opportunities to reduce the time users perceive
as necessary prearrival time. Improved reliability, confidence in schedules, and the potential to
provide priority service to high-speed rail customers are a few examples of how the perceived
required prearrival time might be reduced. The result is that these destinations immediately
become accessible to users who live outside of just the Greater Bilbao area within the critical
timeframe to support business accessibility. Additionally, the 2007 Bilbao Airport Travel Sur-
vey reports that travelers departing between the hours of 6am and 8am, who are likely largely
business travelers, arrive at the airport only 70 minutes before their scheduled flight. If it were
possible to reduce the average business traveler's prearrival time by only a few minutes, a further
improvement in business accessibility is achieved. The following chart demonstrates the change
in accessibility from the current level to a future state that includes and depends on a Basque Y
connection to the airport and an average Prearrival Time of 60 minutes.
Figure 5: Growth in Accessible Destinations from Bilbao Airport, with Basque Y Access and Re-
duced Prearrival Time
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With a direct high-speed rail Bilbao Airport connection, travelers from neighboring cities such
as Donostia-San Sebastian will enjoy improved same-day, return-trip accessibility to these Euro-
pean destinations. Likewise, a direct Donostia-San Sebastian connection from the airport makes
the region more attractive to external business investment as well. International accessibility for
Donostia-San Sebastian and other cities results in the potential to realize an additional level of
business development that is entirely dependent on a high-speed rail connection to Bilbao Air-
port. By competing with lengthy auto and bus trips and expensive taxis, a high-speed rail - Bilbao
Airport connection enables the airport to become a truly regional airport, representing a sizeable
improvement in actual - and perceived - Basque business accessibility.
1.2 Transportation in the Basque Country
The Basque Autonomous Region comprises three provinces: Gipuzkoa, Bizkaia, and Alava, with
respective capital cities Donostia-San Sebastian, Bilbao, and Vitoria-Gasteiz. The capitals and
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their surrounding metropolitan areas represent the vast majority of the Basque population. The
recently developed highway network has significantly improved connectivity, with the A-8 high-
way running east to west through Bilbao and Donostia-San Sebastiin, extending to Santander
in the west and toward France in the east. The AP-68 highway links Bilbao and Vitoria-Gasteiz
and continues south toward Burgos and eventually Madrid via the A-I highway. The A-1 /AP- 1
highway provides access between San Sebastian and Vitoria-Gasteiz, connecting with the A-8 in
the north and the A-28 in the south. Trips which previously required over three hours by auto or
five hours by train now require little over an hour by auto or bus, and the Basque Y will further
improve the travel times, reducing them by nearly 50%.
Regional rail service is provided by Euskotren and connects smaller towns with the three Basque
capitals. Since travel times are long, Euskotren is uncompetitive with auto for longer distances,
such as inter-capital trips, but acts as a commuter rail network for the peripheries of each capital.
Intercity and inter-capital travel alike are commonly completed by auto or intercity bus service.
Intercity buses and Euskotren provide access to local networks that consist of bus and light rail
in the case of Bilbao and Vitoria-Gasteiz and of bus alone in Donostia-San Sebastidn. Commuter
rail service is provided between Bilbao and Galicia, the northwestern portion of Spain, and is
operated by FEVE14 . RENFE service connects each of the capital cities with Madrid and other
regions of Spain as well.
The majority of travelers in the Basque Country consider Bilbao Airport, or La Paloma, their pri-
mary resource for long distance travel. Each capital city has access to its own airport, all three
of which are managed by AENA (Aeropuertos Espafioles y Navegaci6n Aerea), the Spanish Air-
port Authority but Bilbao Airport serves a significantly larger portion of the region's population
than the airports in Donostia-San Sebastiin and Vitoria-Gasteiz and leads the region in num-
ber of destinations offered, frequency of service, and competitive fares. Neighboring Santander
holds a small airport similar to that of Donostia-San Sebastiin and Vitoria-Gasteiz. Just across
the French border in Biarritz there is a somewhat competitive airport, offering flights principally
to Paris. Similar to Bilbao, both low cost carriers and legacy carriers serve Biarritz Airport, but
the airport offers connections to fewer destinations than Bilbao. Although flights to limited des-
14FEVE (Ferrocarriles Espafnoles de Via Estrecha) is a Spanish rail operator offering service on metric track gauge
primarily in Northern Spain.
tinations exist from Donostia-San Sebastiin and Vitoria-Gasteiz (such as Madrid, Barcelona, and
promotional summer connections), the majority of travelers in the Basque Country consider Bil-
bao Airport, or La Paloma, their primary resource for long distance travel. Biarritz Airport is com-
petitive with Bilbao Airport in some respects, because it is essentially equally accessible from the
eastern parts of the Spanish Basque Country as is Bilbao Airport. A new bus service direct from
the Donostia-San Sebastian city center to Biarritz Airport began in January 2011, strengthening
the competitive environment.
Bilbao Airport has undergone numerous improvements in recent years, including its trademark
terminal redesign, its passenger waiting area renovation, an annual art exposition of work by the
Basque sculptor Jesds Lizaso, a significant increase in available parking, and an adjacent gas sta-
tion that opened in the fall of 2010. The emphasis on personal auto transport, evidenced by the
increase in available parking and the prioritization of the gas station construction, is reflective of
lacking rail accessibility to the airport.
Along with the various improvements, Bilbao Airport has seen an increase in frequencies, des-
tinations, and travelers: at 7% over a 12-month period (2009 to 2010), the airport registered as
the fastest growing Spanish Airport amongst the ten top airports in the country'5 , defined by
the number of passengers served. The results of recent investments will position the airport
to continue growing in the coming years and decades. Access to and egress from Bilbao Air-
port is available by auto, taxi, and bus. An urban bus connects to the Bilbao bus terminal, Ter-
mibus, with four stops within the urban core of Bilbao. An intercity bus provides direct service
to Donostia-San Sebastidn bus terminal, Plaza de Pio XII. Discussions have been underway to
extend Euskotren to connect Bilbao's Old Town center with the airport, requiring Basque Y users
arriving in Bilbao to transfer to the metro for one stop, and then transfer again to Euskotren (with
luggage in tow) in order to arrive at the airport - weakening the attractiveness of both services.
Since it has already been established that Euskotren is uncompetitive in an intercity context, an
Euskotren rail link fails to serve the needs of the greater Basque population since an Euskotren
airport connection forces a transfer from other modes. In well-calibrated transportation models
of the Basque Country, assessing a transfer penalty of 20 minutes is typical to achieve a repre-
sentative mode choice for the regioni6 .
15www.deia.com/2010/10/30/bizkaia/bilbao-es-el-aeropuerto-del-estado-que-mas-crece-en-2010
16As reported by Mikel Murga, President of Leber Planning and Engineering in Las Arena, Bizkaia.
High-speed rail infrastructure is currently under construction in the Basque Country and will
link Donostia-San Sebastidn, Bilbao, and Vitoria-Gasteiz. South of Vitoria-Gasteiz, the HSR line
will be connected through Burgos to the Spanish HSR system that extends radially from Madrid,
with its current terminus in Valladolid. The Bilbao-Vitoria-Gasteiz link is expected to be in oper-
ation as early as 2013, and the Donostia-San Sebastiin connection likely closer to 201517. Future
connections with Santander to the west via Bilbao, into France in the east via Donostia-San Se-
bastidn, and to Pamplona, Zaragoza, and Barcelona in the southeast are possible and a part of
the long-term European HSR plan. However, these extensions have not yet received funding for
planning and construction.
1.3 Research Questions and Approach
The potential benefits of multimodal integration are significant, butnot all benefits are measur-
able in a conventional and static sense: growth is actually a dynamic process in which success
breeds more success, and decline can cause a downward spiral that is difficult and sometimes
nearly impossible to reverse. The scope of this research is consequently defined. Using dynamic
simulation modeling to gauge how a HSR-airport connection could lead to faster initial success,
long-term sustainability, and higher measures of business connectivityat many points in time
for the Basque Y and greater Spanish high-speed rail network. From a systems perspective, the
goal of this thesis is:
To determine the effect of multimodal integration on ridership, network develop-
ment, and quality of service over time to create an attractive landscape for busi-
ness interaction and economic growth through improved accessibility in the Basque
Country.
Based on detected, estimated, or assumed relationships between various contributing factors,
the relationships are then interrelated using a System Dynamics modeling framework. A gen-
eral background as well as the applicability of the field of System Dynamics to such a question is
17www.elcorreo.com/vizcaya/v/20101030/pvasco-Espafia/cree-vitoria-bilbao-puede-20101030.html
included in subsequent chapters of this thesis. Model inputs are derived from demonstrated re-
lationships in the aviation and rail sectors as appropriate and when available; when unavailable,
intangible, or highly dependent on local nuances, a reasonable assumption is made for initial
values. The System Dynamics modeling software Vensim is utilized to process these inputs as
well as to perform comprehensive sensitivity testing on those values and relationships that are
uncertain, variable, or otherwise unfixed in a significant way.
The included scenarios address both of the specific multimodal integration questions previously
mentioned: a Bilbao Airport connection and the Donostia-San Sebastiin station placement, re-
sulting in four scenarios, as follows.
1. Astigarraga station, Bilbao Abando terminus18
2. Donostia-San Sebastidn Atotxa station, Bilbao Abando terminus
3. Astigarraga station, Bilbao Airport terminus
4. Donostia-San Sebastiin Atotxa station, Bilbao Airport terminus
The objective of this research is to determine the preferred scenario, portray to some degree the
magnitude of variation between the scenarios, to comment on the implications of relationships
inherent in the system, to detect the relative sensitivity to inputs to the model, and finally and
most importantly, to provide strategic recommendations based on these findings that will enable
the Basque provinces, owners, operators, and users to capitalize on opportunities for growth and
sustainable mobility in the context of business accessibility.
This research aims to understand how multimodal integration at an early stage can provide the
foundation for a system whose product and performance will be greater than the sum of its parts.
The introduction of high-speed rail in the Basque Country creates a pattern break: a diversion
from the norm that provides the opportunity to make large-scale change in user perceptions,
18The word terminus is used informally in the case of the scenario explanation: in the very long term, Bilbao (city
or airport) will ideally not be the terminus for the high-speed rail line, since a westward extension is attractive for
various reasons. However, Bilbao will be considered the terminus for the initial Basque Y project construction and for
that reason is referred to as such in the scenario specifications.
institutional cooperation, and policymaking. As a considerable consumer of public funds and a
potential driver of economic growth, maximizing the efficiency of transportation investments is
a high priority.
1.4 Organization
Following this introduction, Chapter 2 will discuss the history and evolution of the high-speed
rail networks in Europe as well as air transport. Network structures and levels of service for var-
ious national high-speed rail systems provide context for the Basque case. An overview of air
travel trends and recent changes show the impact of high-speed rail on aviation. Finally, airport
access modes and the interaction between high-speed rail and air travel is discussed, defining
the traditional and more emergent views of the relationship between the modes and examples of
how those relationships have manifested themselves in various instances. Examples of air and
rail integration in Europe are explored, with an emphasis on those situations that strike similar-
ities with the Basque case.
Chapter 3 explores mobility in the Basque Country, beginning with an overview of relevant land
and air travel trends that have emerged from travel surveys conducted both at the regional level
as well as for the Bilbao Airport specifically. These trends include travel volumes, passenger
and trip characteristics, and areas of recent growth as well as opportunities for future growth or
development. Many of the data points presented in Chapter 3 provide the basis of inputs for the
dynamic model developed in subsequent chapters. The chapter then transitions to discussing
the Basque Y in more detail to provide a comprehensive look at predicted business accessibility
gains for the region.
Chapter 4 explains why a System Dynamics approach is appropriate in answering the research
question as defined by providing a background on the field of System Dynamics as well as exam-
ples of applications of System Dynamics to the transportation industry. The second half of the
chapter builds the conceptual System Dynamics model, including an explanation for each of the
key feedback loops contained within. Chapter 4 prepares the reader to effectively interpret the
computable model contained in the subsequent chapter.
Chapter 5 contains the specification for the executable model, translating many of the concepts
discussed in Chapter 4 into the appropriate variable format, functional relationships, and in-
put parameters. Justifications for key assumptions are discussed and supporting evidence for
variable relationships and initial parameters are provided where appropriate and available.
Chapter 6 presents the results of the model. The summary includes key performance indicators
and how they change based on relevant parameter assumptions. Initial findings are presented
in terms of the preferred scenario and the magnitude of difference between the various scenar-
ios. Chapter 6 concludes with comments on the robustness of the model and opportunities to
improve its accuracy in various dimensions.
Chapter 7 provides specific conclusions drawn from the output of the model and their impli-
cations for growth in business accessibility over time. Strategic policy recommendations are
provided and Chapter 7 concludes by suggesting further application of both the results and the
approach to transportation projects in general as next steps.
Chapter 8 contains a bibliography of works cited.
2 High-Speed Rail and Air Travel in Europe
Since the early 1980s, high-speed rail has found great success in Europe, and its impact on air
travel has not gone unnoticed. New schemes of managing transportation services have evolved
and the mobility environment is better than it has ever been. France, Spain, Germany, Switzer-
land, Benelux19 , and the UK have evolved as leaders in high-speed and/or high-quality rail net-
works and are all currently expanding system connectivity in terms of the physical infrastructure
as well as service provision.
2.1 The Role of HSR in Europe
The development of the European high-speed rail network began first in France, with the phased
opening of the Paris-Lyon high-speed rail line in the early 1980s (Bonnafous 1987). Despite con-
cerns that the easy access to the national capital would result in a downturn for the Lyon econ-
omy because of the draw of Paris as an activity center, the popularity of the link flourished and
led to a subsequent interest in developing the high-speed network in other parts of France and
throughout Europe. Ideal for France's high centralization of urban activity, the subsequently
developed radial network provides high-speed, limited-stop connections between Paris and pe-
ripheral regions of the country and has seen significant success on these routes (www.sncf.com).
Along traditionally popular air transport routes, such as between Paris and Lyon, the HSR com-
petition resulted in a significant decrease in air traffic along the same corridor, to be discussed
in more detail in subsequent sections. The competitiveness of these links stems from fast in-
vehicle travel times, low passenger processing time, easier access to destination city centers and
improved passenger flexibility, comfort, and utility20 when compared with air travel. A schematic
diagram of the Western European high-speed rail network 2' shows the extension from Valladolid,
including the Basque Y, in red.
19Benelux is an abbreviation for the countries of Belgium, the Netherlands, and Luxembourg.
20Utility in this context is defined as the passenger's ability to be productive during the trip. This may include
working, communicating, or other activities that are often limited in other types of travel such as by auto or plane.21The European high-speed rail network includes many more links than are depicted in this graphic. For example,
Lyon has become a hub of its own with multiple links within France, Switzerland, and Italy.
Figure 6: Schematic European High-Speed and High-Quality Rail Network
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In less centralized countries such as Germany and Switzerland, the evolution of the rail network
has materialized very differently. Few true high-speed links exist in these countries since they
connect various population and activity centers along medium distances in a polycentric net-
work structure. The competitiveness of these links is derived from frequencies, reliability, and
quality of service, and chiefly competes with the auto. In the case of Switzerland, for example,
infrastructure planning is entirely demand-driven, with scheduling needs dictating segment-by-
segment infrastructure upgrades (Cosandey 2010). In this sense, the network is a collection of
high-performance lines emphasizing high-quality rail links that are very closely integrated with
regional and urban distribution systems.
The Spanish HSR system primarily follows the design of France's TGV (Train h Grande Vitesse -
or high-speed train, in French), reaching out radially from its center, Madrid. The first Spanish
HSR line was opened between Madrid and Sevilla via Cordoba in 1992. More recently, a high-
speed line on the highly trafficked Madrid-Barcelona corridor was constructed and has been in
operation since 2008. The third existing radial line extends north from Madrid to Valladolid, and
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the most recently opened line connects Madrid and Valencia. On the Valladolid line, variable
gauge trains switch in the Valladolid Station to the conventional-speed, Iberian-gauged infras-
tructure and continue north to the Basque Country, passing through Vitoria-Gasteiz and split-
ting to either a terminus at Bilbao Abando Station or to the French border via Donostia-San Se-
bastidn's Atotxa Station. The extension of the high-speed infrastructure from Valladolid through
the Basque Country (to Bilbao and Donostia-San Sebastidn) is currently under construction and
expected to be completed within the next five years, as discussed in the previous chapter. A
schematic diagram of the fully-developed Spanish high-speed rail network is included below,
with the extension from Valladolid including the Basque Y shown in red, and interesting poten-
tial future connections as dotted lines.
Figure 7: Schematic Fully-Developed Spanish High-Speed Rail Network
As the geography becomes increasingly saturated with high-speed rail infrastructure, even the
radial networks begin to see a shift toward a more polycentric structure in the peripheries. In
France, "mini-hubs" have developed around both Lille and Lyon, which are critical nodes for
international connections in the UK and Benelux, and Switzerland and Italy, respectively. The
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Basque Country also will be a critical link in the European network, eventually providing an
alternate route22 for crossing the Pyrenees Mountains, and will likely have the opportunity to
position itself as a "mini-hub," as the interface between two principally radial networks. The im-
portance of these international "interchanges" is increasing, although compatibility issues must
be considered. As evidence, SNCF will be implementing a full timetable overhaul in pursuit of
improved compatibility with the scheduling practices of neighboring countries such as Switzer-
land; the transition is planned to take place in December of 201223.
High-speed rail travel has become a way of life in Western Europe and the effect has been con-
tagious. Interest in the technology has spread to parts of Central and Eastern Europe as well,
with high-speed rail advocates and agendas in Turkey, Sweden, Finland, Poland, Russia, and
others24 . Although in its early years, high speed rail was considered a driver of economic growth
and was pursued for that reason, but now the motivations for continuing to develop the Euro-
pean high-speed rail network are much more diverse. As an example, RENFE Chairman Te6filo
Serrano Beltran explains that if the project is economically feasible, then there will be benefits
in other realms such as improved social cohesion and better communication, and that some-
times the "reality [of HSR benefits] is better than imagination." The pervasive positive attitudes
surrounding high-speed rail in Europe continue to drive development and investment. Business
connectivity may be a significant component of the enthusiasm for high-speed rail.
2.1.1 EUROSTAT Rail Data25
In 2006, the EU-27 member states boasted 384 billion passenger kilometers (bpkm) of railway
service, equating to approximately 782 yearly passenger kilometers (pkm) per inhabitant on av-
erage - the highest in the world on a per capita basis. The countries making the highest con-
tribution in passenger kilometers of service provided include Germany, France, and the UK; at
22A link from Barcelona over the French border was recently completed, but has not yet been connected to the
French high-speed network, at the time of completion of this thesis.
23Per Alain Sauvant, RFF Director of Strategy, during the 7th World Congress on High Speed Rail in Beijing, China,
December 2010. RFF is the French Acronym for R6seau Ferre de France, the French railway infrastructure manager.
24As presented in the "Network Development Program of High Speed Rail" parallel sessions of the 7th World
Congress on High Speed Rail.
25The data contained in Section 2.1.1 and 2.2.1 is as presented in the 2009 EUROSTAT Panorama of Transport. The
most recent data summarized in this report includes the full year 2006, with some data points available for more
recent years.
79 bpkm, 78.8 bpkm, and 47 bpkm, respectively, they account for over half of the total in all EU
member states combined. An increase of 75 bpkm between 1990 and 2006 can be attributed to
high-speed rail development, led by France, Germany, Italy, and Spain. In terms of passenger
kilometers per inhabitant, Switzerland dominates the European landscape with an impressive
2,252 pkm per inhabitant. Other notable countries include France with 1,288 pkm per capita,
followed by Austria, Denmark, and Sweden, all of which achieved over 1,000 pkm per capita.
Spain (ES) falls about half way down the rankings with 505 annual pkm, due in part to its pop-
ulation density being concentrated in centralized metropolitan areas compared with the more
balanced distribution of population centers in countries like Switzerland. The following chart
details the volume of services per inhabitant throughout Europe, generated from data in EURO-
STAT's Panorama of Transport.
Figure 8: Passenger Transport Performed by European Railways
Passenger Transport Performed by European Railways, 2006
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2.2 The Role of Air 'Tavel in Europe
The history of air travel in Europe is much longer than that of high-speed rail, yet it contin-
ues to grow in the scheme of European transport. Major airports continue to face capacity
constraints and many have undergone major expansion projects in recent decades, including
, . - .- ... . ......... .... ..... . .......
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London Heathrow, Paris Charles de Gaulle, Amsterdam Schiphol, and others. Many expansion
projects have prioritized multimodal integration in an effort to create intermodal hubs that ben-
efit users, operators, and managers alike, reflective of both the market need and the vision and
strategic goals of the European Communities. The patterns in user accessibility and operator
productivity have shifted as a result of events like the economic liberalization of air travel, the
rise of Low Cost Carriers, and the development of secondary airports.
2.2.1 EUROSTAT Air Data
During 2005 to 2006, air travel experienced the highest average annual growth amongst all the
modes, at 4.6%. Nearly 800 million passengers traveled by air, 22% of which were domestic jour-
neys and 44% contained within the EU-27 member states. The most significant growth was in
journeys amongst member states, at 6.9% annually between 1995 and 2007. The growth may
be due to the growth of the Union, integration within the Internal Market, and air-market lib-
eralization in Europe. The largest volumes of international (but intra-member states) travel oc-
cur between Germany, Ireland, Spain, France, the Netherlands, and the UK, with the top three
country-to-country pairs being Spain with the UK, Spain with Germany, and Ireland with the UK.
Leading European airports include Madrid Barajas for domestic journeys, Amsterdam Schiphol
for Intra-EU-27 journeys, and London Heathrow for Extra-EU-27 journeys, measured by total
passengers carried. The highest trafficked European routes in 2007 were all domestic: Madrid-
Barcelona, Rome-Milan, Paris-Toulouse, and Paris-Nice.
2.3 The Interaction Between Rail and Air Travel
The relationship between air and rail travel has evolved over the years as ground transport speeds
have increased and globalization has led to a higher propensity for travel over longer distances.
While air travel primarily links activity centers over long to very long distances per trip segment,
rail journeys can vary from very short (urban links) to medium/long distances (intercity and
interregional links). Both types of rail services are relevant to this thesis, in a reflection of their
applicability to the issue at hand as well as the interaction that occurs between them. Although
not always provided via the same infrastructure, they are often integrated physically, temporally,
and psychologically for users. For the purpose of providing sufficient background for this thesis,
urban and high-speed as well as conventional-speed intercity rail will be considered, because
there are many relevant examples stemming from each.
2.3.1 Airport Access Modes
The relevant comparison between air and urban rail stems from its usual functions as a feeder
system to airports. Rail access mode share varies and has been shown to be not a function of dis-
tance or airport size, but rather very specific to the city and people it serves (Coogan 2008). The
following table from Coogan details the access mode split for a select set of high-performing Eu-
ropean and Asian airports in terms of successful ground access systems and is evidence that nei-
ther airport-city proximity nor airport size are particularly useful indicators of rail mode share.
Figure 9: High-Performing European and Asian Airports in Public Transportation Market Share
as Access Mode
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Table 1: High-Performing European and Asian Airports in Public Transportation Market Share as
Access Mode
Airport
Oslo
Hong Kong
Narita
Shanghai
Zurich
Vienna
London Stansted
Paris Charles de Gaulle
Amsterdam
Copenhagen
Munich
London Heathrow
Stockholm
Frankfurt
London Gatwick
Geneva
Brussels
Paris Orly
DOsseldorf
Market Share
Total Rail Bus
64% 39% 25%
63% 28% 35%
59% 36% 23%
51% 6% 45%
47% 42% 5%
41% 30% 11%
40% 29% 11%
40% 27% 13%
37% 35% 2%
37% 33% 4%
36% 28% 8%
36% 24% 12%
34% 18% 16%
33% 27% 6%
31% 24% 7%
28% 21% 7%
26% 16% 10%
26% 14% 12%
22% 18% 4%
Coogan suggests that although distance and attractiveness might be very useful indicators of
mode choice on a metropolitan scale, travelers on long-distance journeys - particularly those
that involve air travel - make decisions based on a reprioritized or altogether different set of
factors. He emphasizes the importance of understanding the "behavior of the individual taking
a longer distance, multimodal, multisegmented trip" that are distinct from daily commuting in
that the origin and destination of their trip weigh unevenly, luggage handling plays an important
role, and reliability, on-time arrival, and total trip costs are perceived differently. In this context,
Coogan affirms that considering the traveler's full journey is critical and should influence the
planning and operation of airport ground access services:
The needs of the long-distance traveler most probably will require solutions that are
not simply extensions and elaborations on service concepts already provided for the
metropolitan context. The operation of traditional, low-fare, multi-stop street bus
service to major airports may be a critically important element of a program to get
workers to jobs, but such services only rarely have the ability to attract air travelers.
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
This perspective suggests that inconveniences such as transfers and delays from multi-stop ser-
vices weigh much more in a traveler's decision to take public transport to access an airport. A
rail link helps mitigate this concern as well as others: when schedules are highly standardized
(even if less frequent), they have an opportunity to perform more reliably and give the user more
confidence. Coupled with the perception of higher quality associated with rail compared with
other forms of transport, airport access via rail surfaces as a favorable option.
2.3.2 Intercity Rail and Air Travel: Relationships Defined
Intercity rail includes generally two classes of infrastructure: that on which traditional rail ser-
vices are provided and that on which high-speed services are provided. "High-speed rail" is
loosely defined by the European Union as "specially built lines equipped for speeds generally
equal to or greater than 250 kilometers per hour (kph)," "specially upgraded lines equipped for
speeds on the order of 200 kph," or "specialty upgraded lines which have special features as a re-
sult of topographical, relief or town-planning constraints, on which the speed must be adapted
to each case" (UIC 2010). Such high operating speeds make rail travel very competitive with air
within the corridors it serves, but not without limitation. Additionally, conventional rail has var-
ious interpretations as well: in the case of Switzerland and Germany, for example, conventional
rail plays a very different role than in many other countries. Although the operating speeds do
not reach "high-speed" as defined by the UIC, the ability of these networks to serve the mobility
need of their people is remarkable, and provides what is referred to in this thesis as "high-quality"
rail. High-quality rail represents elaborate national polycentric networks that provide accessibil-
ity, reliability, frequency, and punctuality that constitute a level of service high enough to make
it very competitive with the auto along the same route. In many cases even with equal or greater
travel times than the auto, the high reliability and increased productivity of the journey time for
the user makes the perceived disutility of the trip lower than the auto for many passengers, as
has been demonstrated in both Germany and Switzerland.
Competition
Competition between air travel and high-speed rail is influenced by recent events including air-
port security responses to terrorism threats in the last decade, rising (and uncertain) fuel prices
that result in airfare fluctuations, and environmental catastrophes such as the 2010 Icelandic vol-
cano eruption that grounded flights and impacted air operations for months. Along with recent
events, competition also derives from the shorter-term more immediate choices of users, such
as the availability of productive time, comfort, and reliability. Numerous studies have shown
that the competitiveness of rail travel versus air declines with distance, and that the threshold
distance at which passengers begin to prefer air travel is around 800 kilometers (Givoni 2006).
Much beyond 800 kilometers for a single trip makes the convenience of increased travel speeds
on an airplane outweigh the inconvenience of accessing the airport, security processing, and
less productive, comfortable, or flexible travel time when compared with rail. Additionally, HSR
journeys generally provide faster access to the final destination than air travel on city center to
city center trips since rail stations are more commonly located within or much closer to the ur-
ban core than airports (Givoni and Banister 2006). Within the 800-kilometer threshold, air and
rail travel within the same corridor have a fairly predictable relationship.
Because of the marginally improved comfort on a rail journey, as described in the preceding
paragraph, high-speed rail competitiveness with air travel has been demonstrated repeatedly,
since the first European HSR line in France and consistently in other HSR corridors. After the
phased opening of the Paris-Lyon HSR line in 1981 and 1983, the previous 52%-48% rail-air mode
split became 83%-17%, with very similar mode shares when considered on a directional basis
(45-55 to 85-15 southbound, 57-43 to 83-17 northbound). A significant level of induced travel
accompanied the shift in mode split, with a 151% increase in rail traffic and a 46% decrease in
air traffic in the corridor, with the largest percentage growth coming from Lyon (86% versus 20%
from Paris) (Bonnafous 1987).
The Madrid-Sevilla link produced even more striking results. The 1992 rail-air mode split of 29%-
71% changed drastically and immediately: in 1994 it was at 79.9%-20.1%, only two years after the
opening of the line. The rail mode share continued growing and reached 84.1%-15.9% by 2003
(L6pez-Pita and Robust6 2005). Likewise, 71 weekly flights between the city pairs were reduced
to 40 after the introduction of the HSR line (Givoni and Banister 2006, European Commission
1996). Similarly, HSR market share represented nearly two thirds of the combined air-rail traffic
in the London-Paris corridor (Givoni and Banister 2007; Hall 2001). L6pez-Pita and Robust6
compare the HSR mode share as a function of rail travel time for multiple European cities; for
travel times less than or equal to three hours, the rail mode share consistently falls between 75%
and 100%. As activity centers separated by long distances are brought within this time frame via
high-speed ground transport, it is expected that there will be a large shift in travel away from air
transport along the same corridor.
Reflective of this trend, some airlines and rail operators have forged agreements to exclude air
travel as an option in saturated markets where landing slots on air corridors are oversubscribed.
The Paris-Brussels corridor is one such example: since 2001, Thalys carries all Air France pas-
sengers from Charles de Gaulle Airport (Thalys 2010) as part of an agreement that enables the
airline to use its valuable landing slots for longer distance, more profitable flights (Schmit 2010).
The opportunity to increase profitability with long haul versus short-haul flights makes the ar-
rival of "competition" from the HSR link a welcome one from the perspective of the airlines and
the airport, in these cases.
The following chart adapted from L6pez-Pita and Francesc Robuste (2005)26 describes the dis-
tance thresholds within which traditional rail and HSR are competitive with air travel 27. Al-
though it is most common to discuss distance in terms of physical proximity, in the case of
high-speed rail it is often more relevant to consider distance in terms of the total travel time
required to access the location 28. Accordingly, the approximate rail travel times along with the
corresponding mode share are shown on the x and y axes, respectively. The competitiveness of
rail travel in capturing a high market share seems to be highly sensitive to total travel time, with
a significant decrease after about three hours' travel time. In such markets, even if air travel time
26L6pez-Pita and Francesc Robuste cite the UIC (International Union of Railways) as the original source for the
chart.
27It is assumed that the primary competing mode is air travel because of the distances under consideration (300 to
600km).
28Exploring new train technologies that permit higher speeds has been discussed for the high-speed rail project
in California along the San Francisco-Los Angeles corrider, per Rod Diridon's presentation, International Overview
and California High-Speed Rail Project Update: Highlighting Intergovernmental Relations Issues, in the January 2011
Transportation Research Board session "Integrating High-Speed Rail with Airports, Part 1: Intergovernmental Rela-
tions Issues" on 24 January 2011.
is lower than rail, the necessary prearrival time at the airport to check in and complete security
screening processes often adds one to two hours to the total journey time, making rail competi-
tive.
Figure 10: The Relationship Between Rail Travel Time and Market Share for the Same Origin-
Destination Pair
Relationship Between Travel Time and Mode Share
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Not only is HSR travel attractive to the user and the operator within a certain timeframe, it also
carries environmental benefits. HSR operating emissions are much lower than airplane emis-
sions over the same distance, especially when the flight segment is short and the highly fuel-
consuming and polluting takeoff accounts for a higher percentage of total in-flight time. On
the London-Paris route, HSR demonstrated a significant reduction in greenhouse gas emissions
as well as a reduction in local air pollution when substituting HSR for an air journey (Givoni
and Banister 2006). Additionally, capacity utilization 29 plays an important role in the emissions
attributable to the incremental passenger: fixed and inflexible capacities, high utilization, and
lower maximum capacities than an average high-speed train contribute to air travel, emitting
higher incremental emissions for each marginal passenger than a high-speed train. Because of
29 Capacity utilization refers to seat utilization aboard an airplane.
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these factors, the European Union, in its 2001 white paper Commission of the European Com-
munities, encourages replacement of air travel by HSR travel when possible as well as greater in-
tegration of high-speed lines with air transport (CEC 2001). The latter part of this goal represents
the greatest opportunity for both modes: competition between HSR and air travel is healthy and
strong but does not in itself maximize the opportunity to develop the mutually beneficial rela-
tionship that is possible.
Complementarity
When airlines and HSR providers cooperate, combined rail and air trips can be beneficial for
both passengers and rail and air operators. The benefits realized include increased flexibility in
landing slots for airlines seeking long haul routes and travel time reductions for passengers. This
potential complementary relationship is absolutely dependent on physical integration between
the two modes. While competition will be realized regardless of the proximity between access
points, complementarity requires it. The benefits of complementarity are well distributed: the
airlines, the airport, the railways, and passengers alike gain from physical integration. The fol-
lowing table, adapted from Givoni and Banister (2006) and elaborated to include items discussed
herein, describes the benefits to the various parties involved.
Airport
e Additional passenger processing capacity through reduced need for auto-oriented infras-
tructure
" Larger catchment area by offering more one-seat rides and improved access/egress time
e Improved service provision:more destinations and higher frequencies with a larger target
market
. Improved image/prestige/status through modernity, intermodality, and actual and per-
ceived quality of service
e Improved operations through higher reliability of passenger arrivals
e Reduced local air pollution through a shift away from access and egress by auto
e Reduced aircraft takeoffs for short trips and airside congestion
Airlines
. Higher capital productivity through freed landing spots that can be used for long haul
flights
e Greater attractiveness to passengers through improved service provision
- Strategic and partnership opportunities such as multimodal ticketing with rail operators,
prioritization of rail travelers, preferred baggage handling, streamlined security arrange-
ments, etc.
Railways
e Increase in demand through larger base ridership, where the incremental passengers are
largely captive to transit
" Improved prestige/status
" Better frequencies throughout the network reflective of minimum necessary airport ser-
vice as well as the larger ridership base
" Strategic opportunities such as multimodal ticketing, promotions with airlines and other
partnerships
Cities
" Improved service frequencies through the network improve quality of life, environmental
preservation, business connectivity, and agglomeration effects
" Higher accessibility making traveling more cost-effective 30 for local users and more attrac-
tive for destination users
e Improved business accessibility fostering economic growth, a greater number and diver-
sity of jobs available
* Revenue generation opportunities for the city
30Cost-effectiveness in this context refers to a generalized cost of travel that includes more than just a monetary
cost, such as travel time reductions and inconveneince improvements (such as fewer transfers).
The preceding list is by no means exhaustive of all the benefits to be realized by air-rail integra-
tion but rather is meant to highlight some of the key factors that are enabled by and dependent
on a physical connection between the two modes. Passengers benefit directly or indirectly from
all of the benefits included in the chart and none of the results would negatively impact a trav-
eler's utility. Furthermore, the benefits themselves are in fact complementary to the others as
they enhance the value of the benefits received by the other parties, as discussed in Givoni and
Banister (2006).
The implications of these benefits are significant. The airlines see an opportunity for higher prof-
itability and room for more strategic decision-making (partnerships with rail carriers, quality of
service improvements, etc). The airports gain access to a larger market (and vice versa) and in-
crease their ability to respond to changes in demand, which is particularly relevant in the case of
the Bilbao Airport (who should expect a significant decrease in demand when a large number of
its passengers destined for or originating in Madrid shift to rail). The railways increase ridership
by not only offering an additional node to its passengers, but by claiming captive riders who ar-
rive at the airport, who often also have a higher willingness to pay (Maibach 2010). Passengers
benefit from increased and improved services, better connectivity, and competition in pricing,
in both their air and rail journeys.
Different levels of cooperation can be achieved based on varying degrees of integration, ranging
from physical to operational integration, as described in Givoni and Banister (2006). Physical
integration consists of simple cooperation in which rail services act as an access mode to the air-
port. Motivations include reliability, capacity, prevention of traffic congestion, reduced air pol-
lution, and higher perceived status image, particularly in Europe. Operational integration may
include single ticketing, baggage services, priority check-in, synchronized timetables, security
screening at origin HSR station, and the like. Some of these opportunities have been successful
in practice while others have been thoroughly discussed in the literature and attempted in prac-
tice but not yet perfected, such as baggage handling and advance security screening. This level
of integration is much more demanding and complex, being motivated by the desire to instill a
very high perception of quality of service to increase competitiveness with other modes and also
encourage induced trips, will likely continue to be pursued with successful rail links as a prereq-
uisite. It is likely that an even more developed, strategic level of integration might exist in which
air and rail services are governed or incentivized by the same entity such that very high-level de-
cisions are made with aligned goals for both modes. Such a level of integration has not yet been
achieved but might be an area for future consideration.
Rail-air complementarity has been achieved in various cities in Europe, including Paris, France;
Frankfurt, Germany; Zurich, Switzerland; Stockholm, Sweden; and Amsterdam, the Netherlands;
along with others, largely with great success. A few airports in Europe have connections with
high-speed intercity rail, with Stockholm-Arlanda Airport and Paris Charles de Gaulle being no-
table examples that do. As a prime example, Paris Charles de Gaulle Airport (CDG) has benefited
substantially from having the TGV (French HSR) station in the airport, and Air France has con-
structed an agreement with SNCF called TGVAir that enables the modes to cooperatively provide
service to and from over a dozen destinations in France (Givoni and Banister 2006, Schmit 2010).
As a result, long haul services have replaced a large number of short haul flights in the congested
CDG airport, enabling improved profitability for the airlines and airports alike (as landing fees
are higher for larger aircraft). Cross-mode single ticketing has become the norm and has been
very well received by passengers and operators alike, as evidenced by constantly growing de-
mand (Schmit 2010).
2.3.3 Select Examples of Air-Rail Integration
The success of integration relies heavily on how effective and convenient the intermodal trans-
fer is for the passenger, meaning that "the distance between the railway platform and the aircraft
gate should be minimized" (Givoni and Banister 2006). Various levels of integration exist in air-
ports around Europe and even within the same country: in Lyon, the TGV station is located
alongside the airport, requiring passengers to walk through a long corridor between the two sta-
tions, projecting a feeling of isolation between the two modes. The following photo shows the
corridor connecting the airport and the TGV station at Lyon Saint-Exupery Airport.
Figure 11: Access Corridor Linking Lyon Saint-Exup6ry Airport and Gare de Saint-Exup6ry TGV
Station
In contrast, the high-speed rail station at Amsterdam Schiphol lies directly beneath the airport
terminal, facilitating a seamless transition between the modes and contributing to a positive user
experience. The size of the airport also influences the configuration of railway facilities: Stock-
holm's Arlanda Airport has two stations offering high-speed service, one shared by terminals 2, 3
and 4, and the other shared by terminals 5 and 6 (Coogan 2008). Paris Charles de Gaulle features
a sub-grade, under-terminal TGV station that directly serves Terminal 2. The following map from
Aeroports de Paris shows the airport design and the relationship between the TGV station and
the terminals.
Figure 12: Paris Charles de Gaulle Terminals Map and Relationship of Available Transportation
Modes
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In light of the potential benefits of multimodal integration particularly in the context of high-
speed rail and despite varying levels of success at airports that have already implemented it,
efforts to integrate the modes will continue in Europe and the rest of the world in an effort to curb
greenhouse gas emissions, provide users more convenient travel options, and allow operators a
chance to optimize the profitability of their operations.
3 Mobility in the Basque Country: Present and Future
The Basque Mobility Survey and the Annual Report of Travel Surveys at Bilbao Airport, con-
ducted by the Basque Government and the Spanish Airport Authority (AENA), respectively, pro-
vide a comprehensive look into the habits, preferences, and needs of travelers in the Basque
Country, as well as those who visit it. The surveys were both published in 2007 and they are the
most recent studies available at this time. This chapter summarizes relevant findings from each
survey and how the Basque Y fits into the existing mobility picture for the region.
3.1 2007 Basque Autonomous Community Mobility Survey
The home-based 2007 Basque Mobility Survey included 12,335 responses in 7,424 homes, and
took place primarily by phone between October and November of 2006. Based on this survey, a
total of 6,087,600 trips3' were estimated to have taken place in the Basque Country, with 97.9%
internal to the Basque Country - with both origins and destinations in the region. External trips
that represent business communications are a very small percentage of the total mobility in the
region and are difficult to estimate by complementary cordon and screen surveys, but are very
important to building the economy, meaning that decisions to promote this type of travel will
not likely be volume-driven operational decisions but must be a strategic focus of the local,
provincial, and regional governments. Other regions with a significant volume of either origin
or destination traffic include the Spanish provinces of Burgos, Cantabria, La Rioja, Navarra, and
neighboring French cities.
The largest volume of flows takes place internally to each province, approximately 5.8 million
trips. Of the interprovincial flows, the volume of existing traffic between the provincial capitals
is most relevant in the case of the Basque Y since it will be connecting single nodes situated in the
capital city centers. The following table details travel flows between the metropolitan areas32
31Trips are defined as any travel lasting longer than 5 minutes by any person at least 5 years of age.32Metropolitan Areas are defined as follows: Vitoria-Gasteiz includes trips originating and destined for the munici-
pality of Vitoria-Gasteiz due to the concentration of trip generation and attraction in the city; Bilbao includes the City
of Bilbao and Greater Bilbao; and Donostia-San Sebastidn includes the municipality of Donostia-San Sebastiin and
Donostialdea.
Table 2: Total Trip Volumes by Metropolitan Area
DESTINATION
Donostia-San
Vitoria-Gasteiz Bilbao Metro Sebastihn
Metro Area Area Metro Area Total
Z Vitoria-Gasteiz Metro Area n/a 12,977 3,502 16,479
Bilbao Metro Area 13,405 n/a 6,325 19,730
0 Donostia-San Sebastihn Metro Area 5,219 5,121 n/a 10,340
TOTAL 18,624 18,098 9,827 46,549
Nearly 50,000 daily journeys take place between the three metropolitan areas, with the great-
est flows between the Bilbao and Vitoria-Gasteiz metropolitan areas. Of these, 21,513 trips have
both origins and destinations in the capital cities proper, thus appearing as very strong candi-
dates for the pool of initial ridership on the Basque Y, which will directly serve both trip ends.
Currently, 90% of all interprovincial trips are realized by auto33. Additionally, 98.2% of all trips
are realized using only one trip segment. This is likely a function of automobile-orientation,
service availability, and travel preferences.
3.1.1 Intermodality
Intermodality in the Basque Country is limited, and "[its] development has been slow in the ob-
served period3 4 ." The data demonstrates that the pattern of few intermodal journeys is at least
in part associated with the available infrastructure and services, evidenced by the considerably
higher percentage of intermodal trips in Bilbao and Greater Bilbao than in the other regions. In
Bizkaia, 2.1% of all trips are intermodal, while intermodality accounts for only 1.4% and 1.3%
of all trips in Gipuzkoa and Alava, respectively. In Bilbao, travelers have access to the local bus
network, the interurban and long distance bus network, the Bilbao Metro that extends through-
out Greater Bilbao, as well as long distance rail, in convenient transfer points and intermodal
stations. Of intramunicipal trips, 63.7%, or 2,520,153 journeys, are realized by walking, due to
the dense mixed-use urban development typical of the area. Despite population differences,
a significantly greater number of trips is completed by bicycle in Gipuzkoa than in the other
provinces, with 23,441 daily journeys in Gipuzkoa, 7,260 in Bizkaia, and 21,708 in Alava; how-
ever, the more than 50,000 bicyle journeys are dwarfed by the 2.5 million walking trips.
33
"Auto" categorization includes taxis.
34The observed period includes years 2007 and 2003, when the preceding Mobility Study was conducted.
This picture of intermodality and multiple-segment trips sheds some light onto the issues at
hand with the Basque Y: the Donostia-San Sebastidn station placement and the Bilbao Airport
connection. To encourage travelers to use the Y to its full potential, the network and connection
points must be designed with the preferences of travelers in mind. It will be essential to minimize
required transfers, meaning the stations should be placed as close to the urban core as possible,
where users have access to existing walking and public transportation infrastructure. Focusing
on the factors that contribute to users' willingness to travel will be the most beneficial in planning
for and generating ridership on the Y.
3.1.2 Trip Purpose
Of the motivations for travel, work/business, education, and pleasure are the three highest con-
tributors to trip generation. Work/business trips comprise 29% of trip purpose in Bizkaia, 35%
in Gipuzkoa, and 26% in Alava. Leisure trips comprise approximately 24% in Bizkaia, 21% in
Gipuzkoa, and 22% in Alava. The following chart details the breakdown of trip purposes for the
entire Basque Country, as adopted from the Mobility Study.
Figure 13: Basque Country Trip Purposes
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As shown, work, leisure, and education trip purposes account for the majority of all trips, at
70.3% of all trips. Work and education trips together, which can be considered "compulsory"
journeys, account for approximately half of all trips. It is interesting to note that of public trans-
port users, 61.4% of them are traveling for compulsory purposes, signifying that such travelers
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may be a good target market for the Basque Y. It might seem unusual that shopping trips account
for such a small percentage of overall trip purposes, but this is likely a reflection of the urban
landscape: in San Sebastidn and Bilbao, for example, an affinity for mixed land uses gives res-
idents convenient access to shopping destinations. The cities are characterized by many small
markets and supermarkets dispersed through the city, located less than five minutes' walking
time from many residential areas or requiring less than a five minute deviation from an already
existing trip, such as on the way home from work. In these cases, the trips would not have been
counted under the survey methodology.
3.1.3 Trip Origins
Of the trips beginning outside the Basque Country, the most relevant origins are Burgos, Cantabria,
Navarra, and France. 30,161 daily trips originate in Burgos with a destination in the Basque
Country, 87.9% of which travel by auto. Of these totals, approximately 5,426 are destined for
Vitoria-Gasteiz and 6,270 for Bilbao, representing potential Y riders. Similarly, 29,875 daily trips
originate in Cantabria, largely beginning in Santander. 40.2% of the trips are for work, and 87.2%
are completed by auto. Of the 12,390 trips generated in France, 60.3% begin in Hendaia, and an-
other 11.5% in Biarritz. 91% of these trips are accomplished by auto. Finally, Navarra generates
another 12,203 journeys that are mostly destined for Gipuzkoa, and 80.5% are by auto.
According to the study, Gipuzkoa has become an important interchange zone for trips origi-
nating in or destined for neighboring municipalities, as evidenced by the trips generated on all
sides of and within the province. In Gipuzkoa more than any other province, trip generation and
attraction is much more geographically distributed, reflecting a balance of economic activity
throughout the Territory that is in contrast with the centralization of economic activity exhibited
by Bilbao and Vitoria-Gasteiz. In Alava, for example, 80% of all trips are generated in the capital,
Vitoria-Gasteiz.
The wide dispersion of trip origins and destinations in Gipuzkoa raises concerns from an urban
planning perspective: the more dispersed the trips, the more difficult it is to provide compre-
hensive services that meet the needs of the traveling public. A distributed urban environment
leads to a higher dependency on and preference for the auto, which is the least environmen-
tally friendly mode of ground transport. As expected, there is a higher percentage of auto use
in Gipuzkoa, with a mode share of 40% compared with 35% in Bizkaia and 36% in Alava. Public
transport planning can help shape the future mobility need and hence its ability to meet that
need. Unfortunately, it is not likely that RENFE will choose to provide excessive service in hopes
of stimulating demand, as has been seen in other locations throughout Spain.
3.1.4 Looking Forward
As a final conclusion, the Mobility Study encourages rethinking the way regional planning is
used to regulate and shape the mobility patterns of the area to ensure the highest functionality
of a region's "center of axis," which can be thought of as the provincial capitals. In Gipuzkoa
specifically, the entry of high speed rail has the opportunity to play an important role in shaping
regional mobility, by capitalizing on the public's affinity for biking and walking. A high-speed
rail station in Atotxa, near the core of the public transportation network and non-motorized in-
frastructure will serve the needs of the local people whose journeys originate in Gipuzkoa and
likewise encourage non-resident travel destined for Gipuzkoa, while simultaneously supporting
smart growth of the urban area. A high-speed rail station in Astigarraga will encourage further
dispersion and will not serve the demands of the traveling public by forcing a transfer, requiring
both a multimodal journey and a multiple-segment journey for all users of the Y, thus creating a
less attractive outlook for incentivizing "destination" economic growth.
3.2 2007 Bilbao Airport Travel Survey
The Bilbao Airport Travel Survey is conducted by the EMMA35 Office (Mobility Studies for Air
Travel) with the purpose of collecting and analyzing data pertaining to traveler characteristics
and habits including trip purpose, travel route, complementary modes of transport, and socioe-
conomic characteristics, among others. The data is summarized according to the annual traffic
and the surveys conducted amongst departing passengers. The survey was available in 15 lan-
guages and included passengers older than 15 years. 11,271 responses were collected, resulting
in a 95% confidence level with an absolute margin of error of ±0.9%.
35 EMMA is the acronym for its Spanish name: Estudios de Movilidad del Modo Adreo.
3.2.1 Travel Patterns
In 2007, there were 4,254,395 passengers arriving and departing from Bilbao Airport, 68% of
whom had a domestic final destination, destined principally for Madrid and Barcelona (33%
and 21%, respectively), but with a notable portion destined for Milaga, Palma de Mallorca, and
Tenerife Sur, among others. 24% of the total traffic had a final destination in Europe, with a large
concentration of travelers destined for Paris CDG (19%), Frankfurt (18%), and London (21%, split
between Stansted 13% and Heathrow 8%). Growth in passenger traffic has been high over the
previous 5 years, with a weighted annual percentage growth of 11.4% during the period 2002-
2007 and ranging from 0.7% to 19.3%. Traffic is seasonal, peaking in the summer months, but all
months showed considerable growth over the same month the previous year, ranging from 5.8%
to 10.4%, with the highest percentage growth in the summer months.
Bilbao Airport is served principally by Spanish airlines including Iberia and Spanair which ac-
count for 27% and 22% of total passenger traffic, respectively. Other notable airlines include Air
Nostrum, Air Europa, and Lufthansa, in order of decreasing contribution to total traffic. Traffic
is relatively constant throughout the week, with a lower volume on Saturdays during most of the
year. However, during the summer months, travel volume on Saturdays increases slightly, likely
owing to the increase in tourism and vacation travels.
3.2.2 Passenger Characteristics
The "typical passenger" of Bilbao Airport is between 30 and 49 years old, traveling domestically
for business, and of Spanish nationality. Approximately 87% of all travelers hold Spanish citizen-
ship, but an important group of travelers comprise persons from Germany, France, the UK, Italy,
the United States, and Portugal. These 6 nationalities together represent approximately 171,000
annual journeys (defined as an arrival or departure) through Bilbao Airport. Most travelers are
well educated and currently employed, with over 65% holding a university degree and 80% em-
ployed. 31% of travelers are between 30 and 39 years old, and 20% between 40 and 49 years old.
89% of all passengers are residents of Spain, regardless of national origin, with more than half
in the Basque Country. Other significantly represented 36 regions include Madrid, Cantabria,
and Catalufia. A high-speed rail connection to Bilbao Airport will contribute significantly to the
attractiveness of the region to outside travelers and business interests, and there is significant
opportunity for growth amongst populations not living in Spain. Having a direct connection
to multiple attractive urban areas in the region will encourage Basque Country travel beyond
merely the boundaries of Greater Bilbao.
The average Bilbao Airport passenger completes an average of 8.8 trips annually and flies the
same route 1.8 times on average per year. Of the travelers who flew more than once in the year,
they flew the same route 2.4 times. In the summer months, there is a peak in travelers who
did not fly at all in the previous year, again likely attributable to the impact of tourism within the
Basque Country and vacations outside of the Basque Country. Approximately 80% of all travelers
complete the journey to their final destination in one flight segment, whereas only 19% have an
itinerary that contains a layover or transfer. This emphasizes that as Bilbao Airport grows, it will
be important to focus on providing direct service to the users' final destinations, which will only
be possible if the routes have sufficient demand to be attractive to operators.
3.2.3 Trip Characteristics
Many trips are for the purpose of business (42%), followed by personal motivations (22%), pri-
marily to visit family and friends. Business travel is an important component across all age
groups and is particularly important for travelers who are destined for Madrid (74%), Frankfurt
(65%), Lisbon (58%), Barcelona (54%), Stuttgart (50%), Brussels (47%), Milan (47%), and Paris
(42%). During the summer, however, business travel declines relative to the total to 28% from its
usual 43% to 50% share during the rest of the year.
The average trip duration is 6.5 days and the average group size is 1.8 persons, although these
values are highly dependent on the trip purpose, as expected. For business travel, 36% of trips
are 0-1 days, and 92% are less than one week whereas 64% of personal trips and 59% of vacation
trips are between 2 and 7 days, with a more even distribution over the longer durations. Party
36
"Significantly represented" other regions are defined as those whose residents contribute at least 100,000 journeys
through Bilbao Airport on an annual basis.
size also varies greatly: 79% of business trips are realized alone, but the distribution is more
even for personal trips and considerably more so for vacation trips. The implications of this
are important: in 2007, there were 640,201 passengers whose trip lasted 0-1 days with business
as the motivation for travel. Representing approximately 320,100 annual trips, there is a great
opportunity to encourage growth in this type of travel by promoting business accessibility in the
Basque Country.
3.2.4 Airport Access
Airport access is defined as the means of physical arrival at the airport as well as planning con-
siderations that must be made in preparation for the trip and the logistics of airport arrival. On
average, Bilbao Airport travelers purchase their travel tickets 15 days before their departure, de-
pending on the trip purpose. More than 70% of business travelers make their travel arrange-
ments less than two weeks before departure, while a similar amount of personal travelers (~75%)
make arrangements less than a month before departure. For vacation travel, arrangements are
usually made with more advance warning: less than 65% of travelers purchase tickets less than
one month ahead of time, and 35% purchase tickets between one and 6 months before the trip.
To access the airport, a majority of travelers arrive by car (57%), followed by taxis (27%) and bus
(16%). The auto mode split is higher during the summer months, reaching 61% compared with
51-54% in other months. During the same time period, the use of taxis drops significantly as
well, to 22% compared with 32-33% in other months. As would be expected, the mode split for
airport access varies greatly according to the residence of travelers. The following chart details
the mode split for Basque Country residents as well as non-Basque Country Residents, totalin-
gapproximately 2.4 million and 1.8 million, respectively.
Table 3: Bilbao Airport Ground Access Mode Split by User Type
ACCESS MODE SPLIT
Auto Taxi Bus
Basque Country Residents 60% 24% 16%
Non-Basque Country Residents 44% 40% 16%
Basque Country residents are highly dependent on the auto, with a 60% mode share. Non-
Basque Country residents are more evenly split between the auto and taxi services. There is sta-
bility in the bus mode share between the two groups: since bus is the most cost-effective option,
this likely represents the portion of the population that is most price sensitive, and is probably
going to change little if at all upon the introduction of the Basque Y, unless the high-speed rail
prices and frequencies are competitive with the bus services.
Of passengers arriving at the airport, the majority (69%) are coming from Bizkaia, principally
from Bilbao (37%) and Getxo (7%). 12% of travelers are coming from Gipuzkoa, with a large por-
tion from Donostia-San Sebastiin (5%), in the midst of competition from the Biarritz Airport. An-
other notable portion are coming from Cantabria (8%), followed by Alava (5%). Vitoria-Gasteiz,
Santander, Barakaldo, Pamplona, Portulagete, and Leioa are the most significant contributing
municipalities within the provinces. Once the Basque Y is constructed, all of these cities will
have a direct (one-seat) ride to the airport, if the airport connection is included. The only ex-
ceptions are Santander and Pamplona, but they are likely to be candidates for future expansion,
given other factors as well.
The average traveler arrives at the airport 90 minutes before his scheduled flight departure, in-
creasing to 105 minutes during the summer months. Only 16% of travelers arrive less than one
hour before their departure time, while 63% arrive between one and two hours beforehand. Aver-
age times range from 70 minutes between 6am and 8am to 105 minutes between 12pm and 2pm.
The Basque Y represents an interesting opportunity to offer an additional benefit to travelers in
this context: if along with a high-speed rail ticket passengers are offered highly reliable arrival
times and preferential check-in, the anticipatory arrival times may be reduced, enabling better
accessibility to more destinations with a lower total travel time. Complementary services may
also be offered in conjunction with checked baggage, which includes a large portion of Bilbao
Airport travelers. 69% of all travelers check at least one bag, including 65% of domestic travelers,
79% of European-destined travelers, and 99% of travelers destined for other parts of the world.
Additionally, it might be possible to actively use journey time to complete some elements of se-
curity screening at the origin high-speed rail station or aboard the train in the future, further
reducing the necessary prearrival time37 .
3.3 2007 Mobility Summary
Accessibility in the Basque Country has improved greatly in recent years along with the growth
of the highway network that links the major metropolitan areas. Consequently, there is a strong
preference for the auto for inter-metropolitan area trips. Many users also choose the auto when
accessing the airport, with a particular affinity demonstrated by residents of the Basque Country
as opposed to visitors. These behaviors are likely to change drastically with the introduction of
the Basque Y, and to gauge some sort of reasonable understanding of growth, the following data
points are most relevant to the discussions contained herein.
e In 2007, daily inter-metropolitan area trips totaled 46,549, with 90% of all interprovincial
trips realized by auto.
- Work or business-related trips accounted for 31% of all trips in the Basque Country, ap-
proximately 1.9 million.
e Approximately 1.1 million travelers at Bilbao Airport had a final destination external to
Spain.
" Amongst repeat air passengers, their route was repeated an average of 2.4 times per year,
providing an indicator of likely business or personal relationships encouraging habitual
visits.
" Auto is the preferred access and egress mode to Bilbao Airport, with 57% of travelers choos-
ing auto, followed by 27% who choose taxis. The percentage of auto access and egress is
higher for residents.
3.4 Business Accessibility Contributions of the Basque Y
The Basque Y infrastructure is currently under construction at various points between the three
cities and is expected to be operational within the next five years. There are currently 47,000
37The Italian system is currently implementing changes that will enable dramatically reduced prearrival times at
the Milan Airport, with expectations that check-in and security screening might require well under 30 minutes for
high-speed rail riders.
daily journeys between the three provinces, and the Basque Y will provide a more environmen-
tally friendly alternative that also boasts faster station-to-station travel times than a bus or per-
sonal auto (www.euksalyvasca.com). The following chart describes the comparable travel times
between the three anticipated primary modes of intercity transport (HSR, personal auto, bus),
as described by ETS in Arguments for the Y (Los puntos de la Y, in Spanish). ETS anticipates that
fares will be similar to those found on the Madrid-Segovia route, at 9C for an individual ticket or
3.96C per ticket for a book of 50.
Figure 14: Travel Times by Mode
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Of the numerous motivations driving the Basque Y, an important and relevant motivation is the
incompatibility of track gauge used in Spain with the rest of Europe. The traditional gauge used
in the Iberian Peninsula - Iberian Gauge - is 1.688 meters in width, while the International Stan-
dard Gauge is 1.435 meters. Additionally, the rail infrastructure used by Euskotren, the local
Basque rail provider, is based on metric track gauge38. Due to the incompatibilities across sys-
tems, rail transport represents only 4% of international goods movement to and from the Iberian
Peninsula and an even lower percentage of passenger traffic. (ETS)
ETS' document describing the impetus for and the role of the Basque Y closes by presenting a
conceptual map of the European Metro, in which the Iberian links are the finishing elements
(including an eventual connection with Portugal). It is a representation of the goals set forth by
38HSR trains (AVE, as previously described, or the more generic TAV - tren de alta velocidad, in Spanish) in Spain
operate on International Standard Gauge infrastructure.
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the Essen European Council in its 1994 meeting that seek to unify the European Union through
a set of key transport projects, identified as the TEN-T projects. In a follow up report in 2005,
the EC encourages aggressive development of transnational links in the EU transport network
and beyond, to non-member states. The EC identified the Madrid-Basque Country-Paris axis as
a priority section in addition to the Madrid-Barcelona-Lyon-Paris axis, emphasizing the impor-
tance of being able to cross borders without changing gauge, better serving the demand of freight
and passenger traffic across the Pyrenees. Improved high capacity rail will decrease current road
congestion across the french border. Additionally, road safety is a major concern for the EC due
to extremely high fatality rates and for this reason the EC encourages passenger transport via the
rail network in an effort to reduce transport-related casualties (EC 2005).
Upon introduction of the Basque Y, travelers will benefit from not only reduced travel time be-
tween the three provincial capitals of the Basque Country, but they will also enjoy reduced travel
times to Madrid, which will be accessible from each city in under three hours. The improved and
unprecedented travel times will have a significant impact on the region: when travel between the
capital cities is available in 30-40 minutes, the cities become within a very reasonable commut-
ing distance of each other. Being able to access the other cities means that greater agglomeration
effects will take place so that people can be more effectively matched to appropriate jobs given
their skill sets, and knowledge sharing and spillovers can occur (Jenkins 2010). In addition to
reducing the travel times between the capital cities, the travel time becomes more productive as
people are able to use that time to work as opposed to having to be focused on driving, which is
particularly attractive for business travelers.
Additionally, with a direct link to Bilbao Airport, not only can Basque residents access other re-
gions of Europe more easily, but the Basque Country as a single entity becomes much more at-
tractive to the external world. The Bilbao Airport can become truly the Basque Airport (or Euskal
Aireportua), serving all reaches of the region - and beyond. This is particularly interesting for a
city such as Donostia-San Sebastian that has a strong reputation for being a tourist attraction -
but whose leaders have a vision for the city to become a stronger economic center. If accessing
the city becomes commercially feasible and attractive, then companies, employees, partners,
and the community alike all benefit. This concept is applicable to many of the cities that will
experience the new degree of accessibility discussed in Chapter 1 and shown in Figure 5.
3.4.1 Stakeholder Analysis
A Basque Y connection to Bilbao Airport makes the region, and particularly the peripheral areas,
more attractive to external parties, potentially generating business interest in a wider geographic
area than is currently targeted. Understanding the motivations and level of interest in such mul-
timodal integration amongst various decision makers provides insight into the challenges and
allies of intermodality in the Basque Country. The primary parties of interest include users, facil-
ities providers and managers, service providers, and governing bodies. Although this analysis is
intended to provide a comprehensive view of the likely agendas of these groups, it has not been
validated by interviews with all parties and in some cases is based on reasonable speculation.
Users
Most users and the businesses they work for - and patronize - are going to be very supportive
of multimodal integration because it directly serves their needs by improving general and busi-
ness accessibility. Residents and visitors alike will have easier access to a larger number of jobs
and shopping opportunities, and they will immediately experience significantly improved con-
venience in moving between the airport and their original and/or final destination. Educating
these users as to the decisions currently being taken and engaging them in the process may be
useful in mobilizing them to become vocal and outwardly supportive.
Infrastructure Providers and Facilities Managers
ADIF is likely to be an opponent at the onset of the discussion. They will be averse to changes
and complications in engineering, and will not see an immediate self-serving value to the exten-
sion. They are likely to hold the perspective that the two critical issues, an airport connection
and Atotxa Station location, entail very small differences in distance that do not merit the ad-
ditional expense and difficulty. It will be important to encourage ADIF to see that the future
of infrastructure provision and management will be polycentric in nature as the Spanish radial
network becomes saturated. The prospects for ADIF to continue constructing and managing
rail infrastructure in Spain will depend on true success in the Basque Country as it is the first
non-Madrid, polycentric portion of the network, and that true success in the Basque Country
depends on high-performance multimodal integration.
Bilbao Airport will be very supportive of the connection since it will immediately and signifi-
cantly enlarge its catchment area and even introduce the idea of real competition with Madrid
Barajas Airport in the corridor that lies between them. The opportunity to be the first airport
in Spain with a high-speed connection highlights the airport and the city's commitment to rein-
venting themselves. In the wake of an iconic terminal redesign and unveiling of significant ex-
pansion plans, a high-speed rail Bilbao Airport connection strengthens its image as a world-class
airport. Also, reaching a larger total market will be important for the airport's ability to weather
the reduction in traffic it experiences as Madrid-destined air travelers shift to the high-speed rail.
Service Providers
RENFE's primary interest lies in generating ridership and serving that ridership base. Although
they may initially be neutral on the issue, it might be relatively easy to bring them to the propo-
nent side with the allure of a high volume of captive riders at the airport that guarantees a certain
level of ridership in a region that they are already obligated to serve. The possibility of partnering
with airlines to offer multimodal journeys would be an attractive way to diversify and brand the
services they offer.
Airlines will be very supportive because it will result in a growth in passengers and provide better
access to more markets that improve the profitability of their operations out of Bilbao Airport..
They also might like the opportunity to partner with rail operators in the region, promoting mul-
timodal journeys for the first time in Spain. It might be an opportunity to encourage competi-
tion between the Spanish airlines, since both Iberia and Spanair serve Bilbao Airport and since
multimodal contracts are generally exclusive to one airline, resulting in improved quality of air
services at competitive prices for users, benefitting the entire region.
Lastly, Euskotren will be either neutral or against an airport connection if it eliminates the need
for an Euskotren extension from Bilbao to Bilbao Airport. Although they are not likely to be a sig-
nificant obstacle, the concern might be mitigated by encouraging Euskotren to explore options
for joint operations (with RENFE) along the Basque Y high-speed rail infrastructure, resulting in
improved frequencies and healthy competition 39. Additionally, Euskotren might consider op-
tions for joint ticketing with RENFE services to promote better connections between the smaller,
non-capital Basque cities and the Basque Y and Spanish high-speed rail destionations, including
Madrid.
Governments
Government on all levels is likely to be supportive of a Basque Y connection to Bilbao Airport
as improved mobility generally means a higher quality of life and better prospects for economic
growth. The international constituency is likely to be neutral on the issue. Although they would
likely have a positive outlook on it as it supports EU goals of intermodal cooperation, they are
not likely to be a very active ally in the debate. The Basque government is likely to be support-
ive of the airport's improved ability to serve more of the region as opposed to primarily Bilbao.
Increased economic growth means an increased tax base, and consequently higher tax revenue.
Cities that are likely to be more outspoken regarding the value of an airport connection are
those that will have a high-speed rail stop but do not currently have any direct service to the
airport such as Vitoria, Burgos, and ideally Santander, pending a Basque Y extension. The link
will improve mobility for residents, but it will also trigger a new level of convenience particu-
larly important for attracting destination traffic. Bilbao will also likely be supportive because
of the opportunity to enjoy improved air services as a result of its larger catchment area. Cities
like San Sebastiin are the primary beneficiaries, improving international accessibility, visibility,
and investment attractiveness. It will be critical for these cities to play a major advocacy role in
achieving the level of multimodal integration central to this thesis.
Each of these parties will be an important piece in moving forward an agenda that includes a
connection at Bilbao Airport that will be critical in driving business accessibility.
39An Italian private consortium is currently exploring options to significantly improve frequency of service by op-
erating high-speed trains in available time slots between government-run trains on the Napoli-Roma corridor. With
an approximately one-hour travel time, the case is an interesting parallel for the Basque Y and Euskotren's potential
involvement (or another private operator).
4 A System Dynamics Approach to the Basque Case
This chapter is intended to provide the reader with the appropriate context surrounding the field
of system dynamics before it describes its application to the case of the Basque Country. After
the necessary background is provided, a detailed explanation of the conceptual model prepares
the reader to effectively interpret the executable model defined in the subsequent chapter.
4.1 Why System Dynamics?
Human beings are generally good at incorporating feedback from recent decisions and allowing
that feedback to govern future decisions. What human beings are generally not good at is in-
corporating feedback that is temporally isolated from the decision being made. In fact, humans
are not very good at even identifying outcomes as consequences of their decisions when those
consequences do not occur immediately after the decision that triggers them. This effective lack
of feedback prevents corrective decision-making and a highly inaccurate understanding of what
could have been, had the decision or circumstances been different. This problem is impactful
in many business contexts, but has very interesting implications in the field of transportation
planning.
The results of decisions made in transportation planning are inherently separated from those
decisions since the systems we plan and build require years, decades, and sometimes longer until
they are completed. At the time they are completed, there are so many contributing decisions
and factors that have shaped the final result that it is difficult for even the most astute user,
engineer, planner, or politician to understand the true impact of key decisions. Joseph Sussman
(2000) claims that that transportation networks are complex, large-scale, interconnected, open,
sociotechnical (CLIOS) systems; consequently, they are continuously changing over time as each
of their actors - users, decision-makers, and institutional structures - interact.
Since its development in the 1950s at MIT by Jay Forrester, System Dynamics as a field has grown
and been applied in a multitude of business, social, and political contexts to enable faster learn-
ing from and better policymaking for the systems in which we choose and need to live. System
Dynamics permits dynamic simulation modeling for complex, closed loop systems character-
ized by causal relationships and non-linear, time-delayed responses - simulation which the hu-
man brain is severely underqualified to perform without the assistance of an external tool (Ster-
man 2000). Transportation systems and the decisions made to drive progress in those systems is
a classic example of the applicability of System Dynamics.
4.2 The Field of System Dynamics
Dynamic simulation modeling of complex systems that repeatedly solves various differential
equations enable us to understand complexity, make better policies, and guide change in the
world by understanding the sources of policy resistance and the interactions between decisions
and responses over time to improve our mental models of how the systems in which we live actu-
ally function (Forrester 1961, Sterman 2000). A System Dynamics approach in which we develop
a more holistic perspective of the contributing factors enables us to not only make better deci-
sions but also to more comprehensively define the problem in order to effectively manage the
risk of policy resistance.
4.2.1 Policy Resistance
Meadows (1982) describes policy resistance 4 0 as the tendency for interventions - decisions taken
to combat an undesirable state or to encourage the arrival at a more desirable state - to not reach
their intended effect due to the response of the system to the intervention itself. For example,
building more roads and highways in an effort to reduce traffic congestion seems like a logi-
cal approach to combat the problem, but the system responds very differently. When conges-
tion becomes less inconvenient than it previously was, driving becomes more attractive to the
non-driver, the previously marginal driver, and the habitual driver, and drivers drive more. The
system returns to its initial state of high congestion. Such a response by the system is a typi-
cal example of policy resistance - and the decision maker's failure at predicting the impact of
time and feedback on the system. Forrester refers to efforts to bring a system into a target range
4 0 Policy resistance as defined in this context is a part of the lexicon of System Dynamics and is not to be confused
with a common interpretation that might refer specifically to political action and public response, or lack thereof.
that end up offsetting the system in the undesirable direction even more as the "counterintuitive
behavior of social systems" (1971).
System Dynamics modeling enables the user to view causal relationships outside of the sequen-
tial organization we generally use to form mental models of the world, and over time horizons
that are largely too far reaching for us to intuitively understand, since effects are not necessarily
immediately preceded by their causes in time and space (Sterman 2000). When we can under-
stand and describe these dynamics, particularly time delays and feedback loops, we become
better equipped to make decisions less prone to policy resistance and are less likely to fall prey
41"
to the "unintended consequences of the tyranny of small decisions
4.2.2 Time Delays
In real world systems, time delays are extremely impactful in our ability to make decisions and
assess the efficacy of those systems. With time delays, the decision maker's ability to identify and
isolate cause-and-effect relationships significantly declines, since there are many contributing
factors in between. If we are trained, skilled, and lucky enough to identify such causality, in-
corporating that feedback from the system into our next decision cannot be done until we have
received the feedback; often, by the time we receive the feedback it is no longer relevant to the
decisions we are making at that new point in time. Time delays contribute to short-sighted reme-
dies that actually exacerbate the problem we have defined, like in the congestion example.
The impact of time delays is particularly relevant in the case of public transportation projects,
in which the time frame necessary for the effect of decisions to be realized is much longer and
disconnected from the political cycles that drive the decisions behind them. Because of political
motivations, a short-term (and potentially short-sighted) solution is often preferred to the long-
term and perhaphs better solution because it provides the instantly gratifying results that are
often a focus during election periods. However, the users of the infrastructure rely on sustainable
solutions.
41An idea developed by Frederick Salvucci that suggests that there are only certain points within the development
of a system at which decisions can be made that will change the dynamics of that system in a significant way, and that
opportunity is frequently missed when decisions are withheld pending more information, at which time it becomes
too late to realize such an impact as what was initially possible.
4.2.3 Causal Relationships
Real-world systems are driven by innumerable integrated loops of causal relationships that act
in one of two ways: proliferating the characteristic of interest or equilibrating it. Forrester (1961)
maintains that all decisions take place in the context of these feedback loops. Sterman (2000)
describes how the proliferating loops - positive, self-reinforcing feedback loops - drive growth
in his "chicken and egg" example. He explains that the more chickens there are, the more eggs
they lay, and the more eggs there are, the more chickens are hatched. Without any limiting fac-
tor, this loop would drive exponential growth, but all systems are inherently equipped with the
equilibrating loops that prevent infinite growth.
The equilibrating loops - negative, self-correcting feedback loops - counteract, slow, or prevent
change altogether. Also referred to as balancing loops, the feedback from this chain of relation-
ships is essential and unavoidable in all systems. Sterman expands his chicken and egg example
to incorporate the balancing effect that road crossings likely have on the chicken population.
Assuming all chickens are equally likely to cross the road, the more chickens there are; the more
road crossings there will be, and some fraction of them result in death, effectively lowering the
chicken population. The balancing loop describes how the state of the system is reduced to a
state below where it would have otherwise been if the reinforcing loop were not offset.
The effects of these loops and their interactions are complex. Sterman claims that accurate men-
tal simulation is nearly impossible, that "people cannot simulate mentally even the simplest
positive feedback system, the first-order linear positive feedback loop," and this is particularly
evident in the poor understanding of exponential growth that results from many of the reinforc-
ing loops. Sterman explains how in numerous studies, subjects conducted linear extrapolation
to estimate exponential growth, including even those who had mathematical training or were
permitted to graph the outputs. The problem is that our logical capacities do not serve us very
well in the world of complex systems, in which there are many barriers to our typical methods of
learning (Sterman 2000). The significance of this limitation is that many causal relationships dis-
play a disconnect between the linearity of the input and the non-linearity of the response (Mayo
and Wichmann 2003), a significant distinction to be made in assessing a system.
4.3 System Dynamics in Transportation
Among other types of models, dynamic simulation models capture and quantify two issues at
the core of transportation planning: the changes over long periods of time and the nonlinearity
that is so characteristic of our environment - and extremely difficult to intuitively comprehend.
Common practice is to plan and assess the success of transportation investments at one point
in time - in a way that fails to fully capture how earlier decisions affect later decisions, but this is
a particularly one-dimensional approach for a system that is constantly evolving and for which
decisions are consistently made very early on in the process with limited consideration of the
long term and cyclical effects of such decisions.
Due to the nonlinearity of complex systems driven by reinforcing and balancing feedback loops,
important decisions taken sooner rather than later will be much more impactful in the long term,
particularly when other decisions are triggered as a result. Although it is more difficult to make
these decisions with increased anticipation because they are less informed, the consequence of
them is often much greater. In fact, when positive feedback loops are at play, their combined
impact is often larger than the sum of their parts. In the context of multimodal transportation
planning, this means that the benefits of an integrated system are likely to be higher than the
benefits of the component isolated systems. The opportunity to connect an HSR line to an al-
ready growing airport provides an opportunity for the Basque Country to capitalize on the pos-
itive reinforcing feedback loops that are (and will be, in the case of the HSR line) already estab-
lished, for each to reap more benefits than they would independently. Simultaneously, Bilbao
Airport will face a risk of a negative spiral upon the loss of a large volume of Madrid-destined
passengers, potentially unleashing destructive competition. Bilbao Airport will not have the de-
gree of slot saturation experienced in Paris that enabled Charles de Gaulle to fill lost Lyon slots
with more profitable routes. While the airport maintained very high utilization with just a shift
in the travel profile, Bilbao Airport will likely experience a reduction in utilization as well without
any risk mitigation efforts.
The case of rail in Switzerland is an interesting example: with high ridership, high penetration,
and high growth, SBB (Swiss National Railways) seems to be operating in a different world. But,
the people of Switzerland are not inherently different from the rest: we can reasonably assume
that they are not genetically predisposed to liking trains, disliking cars, or scheduling their days
according to the train schedules. Likewise, Swiss transportation planners do not believe they just
"got lucky." However, when comparing static descriptions of the Swiss network with static depic-
tions of other networks, it is difficult to not think Switzerland's success is in large part due to luck.
Although luck may have been a factor, as is the case with any investment, the stronger argument
is that Switzerland has done a better job of exploiting positive reinforcing feedback loops that
drive growth on a system level and have stabilized at a higher level than many other places as a
result. As expected, the limiting factors in Switzerland are not the users but the providers. The
balancing feedback loops - namely infrastructure capacity constraints - have been triggered,
representing reaching a point in the evolution of the system that is often never achieved - or that
requires substantial new and recurring investment to reach.
Although every system is subject to constraints, it is less common in transportation systems to be
constrained by "good" balancing feedback loops and more common to be limited by the "bad"
balancing feedback loops. Increasing demand, despite a physical capacity constraint, likely
means that the transportation system is performing well, given limited resources. Conversely,
declining demand regardless of capacity utilization (whether high or low) is a less ideal way for
the system to be limited and much more difficult to counteract as behaviors, attitudes, and other
human dynamics propagate through the system.
Although typically planned, funded, and constructed on a link-by-link basis, transportation sys-
tems are entirely dependent on the network behavior that characterizes them and are a prime
example of a system that collectively is worth more than the sum of its parts. This discontinuity
makes transportation applications a strong candidate for gaining insight from a dynamic simula-
tion modeling approach. Public transportation in particular is the ideal arena for the application
of System Dynamics, as it is not only subject to complex feedback loops, time delays, and in-
numerable external factors, but it is also a system for which performing field tests and pilots is
difficult and often infeasible.
Unlike retailers, manufacturers, and other types of businesses, small-scale tests of different strate-
gic decisions cannot be performed in an attempt to predict potential outcomes: political pro-
cesses, institutional structures, and price tags are examples of the strongest deterrents to field
testing as a viable option before significant decisions in transportation networks can be made.
Relative to other industries, policies can be sometimes made "blindly," without any real knowl-
edge of the likeliest outcomes; interestingly, the policies often directly involve significant sums
of public money and represent a considerable amount of risk. Of course, various modeling tech-
niques are commonly used to predict volumes of travelers, attractiveness of destinations, and
system productivity, among other things at an operational level, using a level of detail relevant
to a ground-level, technical context but less applicable on a high-level strategic decision making
scale, while disregarding how the system evolves over time on a variety of fronts. Additionally,
goals of economic growth, environmental conscientiousness, improved safety through reduced
traffic accidents, and the like are a part of rhetoric but do not typically drive ground-level moti-
vations of decision-makers and resulting decisions when they are too long-range.
The data needs of a System Dynamics model are distinct from those of other simulation ap-
proaches, such as discrete event simulation (DES). Mayo and Wichmann (2003) identify three
key ways data is incorporated into System Dynamics:
1. To provide an initial state from which the simulation begins;
2. To represent any exogenous variables; and
3. To calibrate the model and validate its outputs.
When compared with DES, these less rich and detailed data serve a model with a larger scope,
wider boundaries, and aggregated outputs consistent with the application to overall strategy.
Consequently, Mayo and Wichmann determine that scope and level of detail are key factors in
selecting a modeling approach. Another interesting difference between DES and System Dy-
namics is the limited ability to produce visualizations of the simulation in a System Dynamics
model.
A few examples in the transportation sector in which System Dynamics has successfully been
applied include cases with Airbus Industrie, the London Underground, and the Channel Tunnel
project in the UK. Airbus Industrie found their traditional econometric model for forecasting
new aircraft purchases to be ineffective because of its inability to account for market cycles. A
system dynamics simulation model was able to account for the fluctuations over time, reproduce
the exhibited behavior, and prevent unnecessary increases in production capacity. Also, a System
Dynamics model was used to clarify project management issues gone awry in the development
of the Channel Tunnel Project in the United Kingdom with the purpose of communicating the
results to a non-technical audience. Each of these examples is briefly described in Mayo and
Wichmann (2003).
In examining the suitability and appropriateness of System Dynamics to transportation mod-
eling, Abbas and Bell (1994) establish that System Dynamics models are to be used for gaining
understanding and for policy analysis rather than for prediction, which is indeed the case for
most modeling exercises. They argue that transport investments should be planned not only
within the regional and national transportation systems, but also within the wider context of the
goals and objectives of overall national and regional economic development, and that evaluation
of transportation policies should be based on both short- and long-term impacts. To understand
the potential outcomes of policy decisions, the fact that transportation investments are very ex-
pensive and relatively infrequent - but play a strategic role in a region or country's development
- incentivizes understanding the value of a System Dynamics modeling approach.
Abbas and Bell (1994) generate a listing of contributions that System Dynamics makes to trans-
portation modeling, along with some of the limitations inherent in the approach. Of the exten-
sive lists, those that are most relevant to this research are included below.
Contributions of System Dynamics to Transportation Modeling:
1. While conventional transport modeling approaches seek equilibrium in supply and de-
mand, they fail to account for the feedback interactions between supply and demand in
transportation systems that are explicitly considered in System Dynamics models.
2. Land-use, socioeconomic and demographic forecasts are usually used as exogenous in-
puts into "traditional" transportation models and may result in inconsistencies and in-
compatibilities across modeling approaches, ignoring the totality of impacts within trans-
portation systems and their environments.
3. In addition to testing various policies, structural assumptions, and inputs, System Dynam-
ics strives to capture relationships of subjective (behavioral) phenomena rather than ig-
nore it.
4. System Dynamics conceptualization procedures can provide a common platform for com-
munication and understanding between the various parties that have interest in a trans-
portation system.
5. Low cost, transparency, transferability, and ease of updating make System Dynamics mod-
eling particularly attractive for transportation applications.
6. Transport System Dynamics models can help identify controls in the transport system that
are meant to guide the efforts of policymakers regarding the management of parameters
and structures of a transport system to continuously improve performance over time.
7. By capturing the interactions within a system in both the near and distant future, a larger
degree of uncertainty can be managed than is acceptable in many other transportation
modeling programs, leading to a strategy of what indicators are most important to measure
and monitor over time.
Limitations of System Dynamics in Transport Modeling:
1. System Dynamics primarily considers the temporal dimension and is less effective at ac-
counting for spatial aspects and distribution that are relevant to transportation systems.
2. System Dynamics models are aggregate models intended to show policy impacts in terms
of approximate magnitudes and directions of change, and are not likely to result in very
high granular outputs.
3. In assisting policymakers in reaching an optimum design policy, heuristic approaches to
optimization and sensitivity analysis can become cumbersome.
4. Validity in System Dynamics models is interpreted as the degree of model usefulness rather
than its numerical exactness. Abbas and Bell (1994) conclude by stating that successful ap-
plications of System Dynamics in a transportation context are those whose questions can
be answered by model outputs that are "good enough to show policy impacts, behavioural
trends and levels of change across time in a highly aggregate way." Although not necessarily
applicable in all transportation contexts, the approach is very appropriate when consider-
ing high-level, strategic or policy alternatives, especially those whose success is dependent
on evolution over time.
4.4 Application to the Basque Case
Dupuy (1991) asserted that "the locational advantage of cities do not depend so much upon the
distance between places, but upon their connection to networks." Although networks are tra-
ditionally regarded as unimodal systems, the concept can be extended to consider multimodal,
overlapping networks. Likewise, Lutter et al. (1992) state that accessibility has to be measured
along all networks, and not just a single network. A high-speed connection to Bilbao Airport
will effectively connect San Sebastiin, Vitoria, and their vicinities to the air network as well as
the rail network; the concept of overlapping networks is central to depicting the potential for
accessibility and economic growth alike.
Far removed from infrastructure capacity constraints, the case of the Basque Country is interest-
ing. With an opportunity to create a truly integrated, multimodal system, it faces challenges and
opportunities similar to many other rail systems, but with the advantage of the opportunity to
learn from other experiences. An HSR-airport connection in the Basque Country will marginally
improve physical accessibility as total travel times decrease. It will moderately increase equity as
more people are provided a direct option for airport access via public transport. It will increase
the likelihood of business travel due to the higher perception of quality of service compared with
a bus and the increase in productive time compared with a car making HSR an attractive mode
for airport access, coupled with the ability to make single day return trips shared with travel-
ers to and from cities other than just Bilbao. Furthermore, it creates a stronger argument for an
improvement in airport egress, as passengers with destinations in the Basque Country will have
direct connection with multiple city centers without having to rent a car or take a taxi. Likewise,
it will increase the catchment area for the airport, resulting in a larger total population using
the airport. Over time, this will lead to more flight destinations, higher frequencies, and more
competitive prices for direct flights, strengthening the economic development attractiveness of
cities like Donostia-San Sebastian, Vitoria-Gasteiz, Bilbao, Santander, Pamplona, Burgos, and
Valladolid.
Some of these improvements will initially have a nearly negligible effect and others will have a
more significant impact. Together, however, the impact of each compounds the others, resulting
in a very persuasive substantiation of the claim that a connection between HSR and Bilbao Air-
port will strengthen business connectivity in the Basque Country, which requires decisions now
to modify the design of the Abando Station to preserve options for serving the needs of future
users, operators, planners, and politicians alike.
The dynamics at play within a transportation system are plentiful, multi-dimensional, and are
relevant at different scales. The focus of this thesis is to support a high-level, strategic perspec-
tive, and the highlighted dynamics in the following section have been selected with that purpose
in mind. Although a highly granular level of detail would be possible and interesting, the scope
of this research focuses on decisions that are to be made immediately that are of lasting con-
sequence for the transportation system. The model is designed to evaluate system-level policy
decisions, primarily the long-term impact of infrastructure development to connect the Basque
Y with Bilbao Airport. First, a conceptual model is presented in which the dynamics relevant to
this scale are described. The conceptual model is a simplified representation of the actual model
used, which is explained in the following section. As described and encouraged in the literature
(see Forrester, Meadows, Sterman), a system dynamics model is a simplification of the real world.
It cannot be all encompassing, because the complex systems in which we live are exactly that -
far too complex to represent in their entirety. For this reason, it is important to capture the most
relevant dynamics - those that are likely to be impacted by the policy decisions we are interested
in testing. Those dynamics are explained in this section.
4.4.1 Conceptual Model
Similarly to the way transportation systems are often assessed, the primary characteristic of in-
terest in the conceptual model is ridership on the Basque y42. Ridership is certainly not the only
relevant metric, but it provides the starting point for this research and meaningful insights into
the dynamics of the system as it provides a proxy for level of service, growth over time, social
impact, and "success." The model will be discussed sequentially by individual feedback loops,
to allow the reader the opportunity to build his own mental model in parallel, so that he clearly
understands the assumptions of the actual model and the relationships between each element -
42As this thesis aims to improve business accessibility, business ridership is a subset of total ridership. Although
business travel is important to stimulating the economy, by itself it is a weaker factor in driving operational short-term
decision-making than total ridership. For this reason, total ridership is considered in the model with the understand-
ing that the business-oriented component is a prime beneficiary of high performance and system improvements.
and also the fact that there are very few behaviors in the system that actually occur sequentially.
The relevant dynamics contained herein address factors that contribute to the growth or stabi-
lization of ridership for the HSR system, and the volume of passengers for the airport system.
The following two decision points will be considered in the model:
1. A modally segregated system in which HSR and airport passengers cannot directly transfer
between the two subsystems, and demand for each must be independently generated ver-
sus an integrated system with the Basque Y extended to directy serve the airports, in which
users of the Basque Y and airport passengers directly interact with and transfer between
each subsystem; and
2. A modally segregated system in which the HSR station is at Astigarraga and passengers
can transfer only to car or the limited bus network link versus an integrated system in
which users of the Basque Y who are destined for Donostia-San Sebasti n arrive at Atotxa
Station and have access to multiple bus lines, rail services, and the local walking and biking
network.
Key HSR Feedback Loops Explained
Relevant feedback loops include those supporting growth in ridership through system improve-
ments that are inherently a function of the demand itself. These loops include service provision,
HSR connectivity, and local network connectivity for the HSR, as well as service offerings at the
airport. For consistent interpretation of the diagrams in this section, the following details of the
System Dynamics lexicon are essential:
. A blue arrow represents a causal relationship in its strongest direction between two vari-
ables.
. The sign (+/-) at the head of any causal arrow represents whether the causality results in a
change in the same direction (+) or the opposite direction (-) for both variables. It does not
on its own imply a positive or negative change in a single variable, but rather the direction
of change relative to the variable causing the change.
e Hash marks crossing a causal arrow represent a delay between the two stages - a transition
that requires substantially more time to occur than the transition between other variables
connected by a causal arrow with no hashmarks.
Ridership-Driven Service Provision
In nearly all public transport systems, the frequencies of service are often a direct function of
the number of users that benefit from the expense necessary to support such service. From the
user perspective, the higher the service frequency, the more attractive using the service becomes.
This dynamic is depicted in the graphic on the following page.
Figure 15: Ridership-Driven Service Provision Causal Loop Diagram
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The proper interpretation of the diagram is the following: All else being equal, as ridership in-
creases, the attractiveness to provide increased service on the HSR line increases. As the at-
tractiveness increases, efforts are made on the operator's part to increase service frequencies.
An increase in appeal for existing and potential riders follows, resulting in an increase in rid-
ership. Reinforcing loops of this sort will be denoted with an R in the middle, with a circular
arrow describing the direction of change. All else being equal, the dynamics of this loop lead to
a continuous net gain in ridership, when acting in isolation.
Of course, the dynamics in this loop (or any other) do not act in isolation at all times. A balancing
loop exists to counteract the growth in ridership that accounts for limitations of finite resources,
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which might be time, money, infrastructure, or people. In this case, the most prominent bal-
ancing loop is consistent with capacity utilization. As service frequencies are increased, capacity
utilization is increased. As the remaining capacity on the infrastructure is reduced, the attrac-
tiveness to increase operations on that infrastructure declines. The relationship of the balancing
loop, denoted with a B, is displayed below.
Figure 16: Ridership-Driven Service Provision Causal Loop Diagram (with Balancing Loop)
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The decline in attractiveness for marginal improvements might be credited to scheduling diffi-
culties, technological limitations, management practices, safety policies, and the like. Regardless
of the source, the attractiveness of increasing service provision is not infinite in the real world, as
is represented by the balancing loop.
Ridership-Driven System Connectivity
Another important system-level dynamic pertains to the institutional motivation to expand the
system. From a user's perspective, more origin-destination pairs make the system more attrac-
tive for more trip types and incorporation into daily life. For a government or infrastructure
...............................................
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provider, improving system connectivity is always a function of the social benefit to be realized
from the expense to be incurred. This idea is similar to the service frequency dynamic, but on a
much larger scale in both time, magnitude of effort, and risk. Interestingly, the timing of system
connectivity improvements can be essential in promoting cultural acceptance and integration
of the system in daily life, a dynamic we hope to better understand through the execution of the
simulation model. System connectivity may refer to extensions to previously unserved cities or
links that connect to other segments of the larger HSR network. The following diagram repre-
sents the dynamic of improvements to system connectivity as a function of ridership, and vice
versa.
Figure 17: Ridership-Driven System Connectivity Causal Loop Diagram
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All else being equal, as ridership increases, the attractiveness of system expansion increases,
resulting in projects to expand the regional service by increasing the total number of destina-
tions served by HSR. As more destinations are directly connected to the HSR network, ridership
increases as a result of users in that city having direct access to the network, but it also adds
origin-destination pairs for already existing or potential users in other locations. This dynamic
is particularly relevant for the case of the Basque Y because the current construction plans are
for just that - a Y connecting Donostia-San Sebastidn, Bilbao, and Vitoria-Gasteiz - but the op-
portunities are much more. From a system standpoint, future connections with Santander in
the west, Barcelona and Zaragoza via Pamplona in the southeast, and Bordeaux in the northeast
would contribute to a more robust network and represent a movement toward achieving the
long-term goals of the EU for HSR development in Europe as described in the TEN-T projects
.. .... . ..................... ..... ..
(trans-European transport network).
The delay marks between the attractiveness of expansion and actual expansion projects are ex-
tremely important. Even on a long time horizon, increasing system connectivity requires signif-
icantly more time than, for example, increasing service provision, because it requires the phys-
ical construction of infrastructure along with other political, environmental, and technical pro-
cesses, and this must be captured in the model.
Not surprisingly, the opportunities to increase system connectivity are not limitless. Particularly
for a HSR system, where increased stops mean slower speeds, connecting locations beyond the
key links as previously described would require added infrastructure, equipment, and service.
The following diagram shows the role of the balancing feedback loop in system connectivity.
Figure 18: Ridership-Driven System Connectivity Causal Loop Diagram (with Balancing Loop)
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As the number of destinations served by HSR increase, the remaining destinations not already
served by the network that are attractive from an HSR perspective decrease, resulting in a de-
crease in the attractiveness of continued connectivity, and expansion projects decline until they
cease to be useful.
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Urban Distribution Quality of Service
When considering HSR networks that provide principally long-distance, intercity services, urban
distribution to and from the origin and destination HSR stations is essential to its success. Users
who perceive a high quality of service in terms of their total transportation needs (as opposed
to only station-to-station travel) will be more likely to use the HSR system, which is especially
relevant in the case of business travel. Particularly relevant in the case of the Basque Y is the
competitiveness with auto. Since the trajectories represented by the Y intercity links are on the
shorter end (around 100 kilometers), the trips are currently completed with a car, which might
continue to be a competitive option43. For the HSR to compete, it will be essential to maximize
the appeal of the local network connectivity to earn a competitive advantage compared with the
car. The following diagram shows how local networks interact with the HSR network, and how
each supports the success of the other.
Figure 19: Urban Distribution Quality of Service Causal Loop Diagram
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As HSR ridership increases, the total number of riders on local networks will increase, because
HSR riders are effectively captive urban transit riders as well. As the total riders on local networks
increase, the motivation and ability (as a function of revenues and political will) to improve local
networks increase. After some delay, local networks are improved either in frequency, connectiv-
ity, or other measures of quality of service (comfort, additional services such as single ticketing,
43 More details regarding trip types and mode choice in the Basque Country can be found in Chapter 3: Mobility in
the Basque Country.
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etc), resulting in an increase in the convenience or ease of use for users of the local networks.
As the local systems become easier to use and better integrated with the HSR networks, the per-
ceived quality of service increases. As the perceived quality of service increases, two important
effects surface: the relative appeal of driving decreases, as does the effective distance between
the origin or destination (defined as the activity or source of the trip generation) and the HSR
station.
Physical distance and travel time is clearly one component of effective distance, but the cost,
comfort, and convenience of transfer to and use of the local network impact a user's perception
of distance and the way they value the choice to use transit. These dynamics are particularly
well captured in the literature surrounding discrete choice analysis (see Ben-Akiva and Lerman),
but such a level of detail is intentionally omitted in this research. A conservative approach will
be taken, as with all other variables for which highly accurate estimations require considerable
input of empirical data that is largely unavailable.
As the effective distance and relative appeal of driving decrease, the appeal of HSR changes in the
opposite direction: it increases. Again, as the appeal of HSR increases, a net gain in ridership is
experienced. As an important contributor to the appeal of driving is the exogenous input repre-
senting the cost of driving. This cost can include monetary costs like fuel, tolls, and parking fees,
as well as non-monetary costs like the inconvenience of finding parking in a city center, and the
unproductive time spent actually driving. Like the other dynamics, these improvements to local
connectivity are subject to finite resources, as represented by the balancing feedback, shown in
the following diagram.
Figure 20: Urban Distribution Quality of Service Causal Loop Diagram (with Balancing Loop)
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As more local network improvement projects are completed, the marginal benefit of additional
improvements will decrease until a point where there is no longer a very strong motivation to
make significant improvements to the local network.
HSR System Dynamics Combined
Based on the previous discussion, the reader will notice that the feedback loops described often
share similar or identical variables. When the feedback loops are integrated into a comprehen-
sive diagram representing the growth in ridership over the long term, it becomes clear that the si-
multaneous action of each loop inherently enhances the other, since they all drive and are driven
by HSR ridership. The complete conceptual model incorporating all of the dynamics discussed
until this point is shown in the following diagram.
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Figure 21: Combined Basque Y Causal Loop Diagram
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The three reinforcing feedback loops deemed to be most relevant as well as their counteracting
balancing loops are included in this diagram and centered around HSR ridership. This gener-
alized model represents what we might expect to be the most important system-level drivers of
ridership over the long term. The event in which these assumptions change, or rather are em-
bellished, is with consideration of the airport passenger dynamics as well.
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Key Airport Passenger Feedback Loops Explained
Similar dynamics in an air transportation system exist, those of particular interest being the rela-
tionships between volumes of passengers and the level of service provided to those passengers.
Although the entire air transportation system involves many feedback loops driving growth and
goal-seeking behavior, the representation of these relationships has been limited to features es-
sential to its interaction with a rail system. The reinforcing and balancing feedback loops per-
taining to air service offerings as a function of the market reached (in terms of passengers) are
discussed in this section.
Volume-Driven Air Services
Similar to the case with HSR service provision and ridership, the total number of passengers the
airport serves motivates improvements in service offerings, and vice versa. Air service offerings
can be considered to be the number of destinations served by a direct journey from the airport,
and the frequencies at which those trips are offered. Such decisions are made by the operators
on a basis of profitability or other strategic interest that generally is driven by the number of
passengers who do or might travel that route. As shown in the following causal loop diagram,
an increase in total airport passengers results in increased attractiveness to improve the quality
and comprehensiveness of air services. After a delay representing strategic decision processes
and the logistical requirements for reaching the goals of service improvement, the number of
flight destinations and the frequencies of service increase. The service improvements result in a
net gain in total airport passengers, as more destinations are available to passengers originating
in Bilbao Airport, thus becoming a destination for passengers originating in more cities. In turn,
this leads to passengers choosing to travel more often from Bilbao Airport instead of a competing
airport, due to the increased level of service.
Figure 22: Volume-Driven Air Services Causal Loop Diagram
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The physical airport catchment area is represented as a constant and exogenous characteristic
of the airport and the existing transportation network. As with the other reinforcing loops pre-
viously discussed, there exists an important balancing dynamic to these relationships as well, as
shown in the following diagram.
Figure 23: Volume-Driven Air Services Causal Loop Diagram (with Balancing Loop)
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As the number of destinations offered and flight frequencies are increased, more aircraft move-
ments occur and passengers occupy an airport with finite capacity for both passengers and air-
craft. As capacity utilization increases and the remaining capacity decreases, the prospect of
increasing air services becomes less attractive44 . Of course there are other dynamics limiting the
improvement of air services, such as the marginal benefit from increased air services declining
with additional improvements, but the rate of decline - and hence the impact - of this dynamic
is much slower than the others at play due to the nature of air travel (there are much closer to
"infinite" destinations to be connected via air, when compared with potential rail destinations).
Integrated HSR-Air Conceptual Model
The connection between the causal loops of the airport dynamics and the HSR dynamics is not as
immediately evident as was the case when combining the individual HSR loops into a complete
HSR conceptual model, because the connection lies in the transition of users between the two
modes. However, when these two systems are connected, some interesting dynamics emerge.
Given a direct physical connection between the two modes, as total volumes of airport passen-
gers increase, HSR ridership will also increase, indicating a positive causal link from airport pas-
sengers to HSR ridership. Also, as the dynamics of the HSR system proceed through their normal
cycles based on this initial increase in ridership, over time there will be an increased number of
destinations served by the HSR, as explained in the previous section. When a direct airport con-
nection exists, the implications of the rail network reaching new population centers are mean-
ingful: this directly impacts the effective catchment area of the airport, giving more people direct
access to the airport over short, medium, and even long distances on a one-seat trip.
In the context of the Basque Country, this is particularly meaningful for cities like Vitoria-Gasteiz,
Santander, Pamplona, Santander, Burgos, and even Valladolid from which there is no single seat
ride available for access to or egress from the airport. It will also benefit cities like Donostia-San
Sebastiin and Bilbao despite their current bus services due to factors such as increased comfort
and perception of status or quality on the rail, as well as reduced susceptibility to congestion,
and increased traveling speeds (hence reduced travel times). A considerable growth in catch-
ment area will likely be realized along the HSR corridor south of Vitoria-Gasteiz to Burgos and
44The decline in attractiveness of increased services in turn becomes a driver for increasing the capacity of the
airport, relevant in light of the current expansion plans for Bilbao Airport.
Valladolid, as a direct connection makes Bilbao Airport significantly more attractive in some
contexts (depending on travel time, flight availability, cost sensitivity, etc.) than Madrid Bara-
jas Airport, which currently requires three transfers in the Madrid Metro network to get from
the long-distance rail station Chamartin to the airport. Competitive airport access time coupled
with easier passenger processing in a smaller airport will make Bilbao Airport increasingly at-
tractive for travelers who lie on the Madrid-Bilbao HSR corridor. The following chart shows the
travel time to Bilbao Airport as a fraction of the travel time to Madrid Airport.
Figure 24: Relative Travel Times to Nearest Airport (Bilbao/Madrid Barajas Ratio)
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As shown in the chart, in both cases (with and without an airport connection), Bilbao Airport is
closer in travel time45 than Madrid Barajas Airport from the cities of Bilbao, Donostia-San Sebas-
tian, Vitoria-Gasteiz, Santander, Pamplona, Burgos, and Valladolid. It is interesting to note that
the farther the city from Bilbao Airport, the larger the accessibility gain relative to the nearest
major competing airport, Madrid Barajas. In the case of Valladolid, Bilbao Airport is currently
80% as close as Madrid Barajas by rail46, but a very small volume of travelers originate in Val-
45Travel time ratios are computed based on the fastest public transportation option available.
46Approximate rail travel times of 1.5 hours to Bilbao and 2.4 hours to Madrid, including a 10-minute transfer
penalty. The actual transfer penalty is likely to be much higher since travelers will most often have luggage which
contributes to greater disutility in the transfer.
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ladolid. One reason may be that the marginal benefit in travel time is offset by the larger set of
options in terms of destinations and frequencies available from Barajas. The other may be that
the average person in Valladolid travels less often than an average person in other parts of Spain
since all airports (other than local and regional airports) are fairly inaccessible4 7.
With a direct airport connection, the travel time from Valladolid to Bilbao Airport becomes just
over 60% of the travel time to Madrid Barajas Airport, representing not only a 40% travel time
savings, but a significant benefit in convenience when travelers do not have to transfer services
with all of their luggage. An airport connection makes Bilbao Airport more competitive amongst
the active traveling markets in the corridor between the Basque Country and Madrid, and it also
might likely lead to reaching new markets of travelers for whom the new level of service falls
within their tolerable range of inconvenience for traveling.
Consistent with the theme of this research, as the catchment area increases, the volume of airport
passengers increases, resulting in improved air services, more HSR passengers, and the perpet-
uation of the "virtuous cycles" until they are limited by capacity constraints, economic balanc-
ing factors, or other goal-seeking behaviors represented by the balancing feedback loops. The
following page contains a fully integrated conceptual model of both the HSR and Bilbao Airport
subsystems, with the emergent feedback loop representing growth in the airport catchment area.
It is important to note that the relationships of the conceptual model in itself do not purport to
contain the varying degrees48 of air-rail integration that are possible and influential in the way
existing and potential users respond to the integration.
As discussed in the literature review of this thesis, the virtuous cycles that we hope to exploit in
the development of the system cannot support indefinite exponential growth, and will ultimately
settle in equilibrium; our objective is to identify ways to understand the equilibrium level within
the context of the dynamics at play, as well as the factors that are most likely to result in the
system achieving desirable goals. The complete system conceptual diagram is shown on the
following page.
47Accessing Madrid Barajas requires taking the high-speed rail to Madrid Chamartin Station, transfering to the
local subway network with at least one other minimum required transfer. A link in the commuter rail, or "Cercanias",
network will marginally improve this, but a transfer at Chamartin Station to the Cercanias system will still be required.
"The varying degrees of integration are as discussed in Chapter 2, in which some rail stations are located alongside
the airport, under the airport, or near the airport and impact the perception of a single, intermodal station.
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5 Executable Model
The executable model employs a larger subset of system dynamics modeling techniques, includ-
ing various stock and flow structures 49, to describe three interconnected modules that represent
the system. This chapter discusses each of the modules in detail, including how each relation-
ship has been specified as well as the initial exogenous variable inputs, and the endogenous
and exogenous variables that are changed for targeted scenario testing. A critique of the model
provides the reader with insight into the robustness of the design and methods used as well as
opportunities for model improvement.
5.1 Component Parts
The three modules included in the model are the Basque Y, represented in blue, the urban dis-
tribution or local public transportation networks, in green, and Bilbao Airport, in red. The mod-
ules are not independent and are not calculated sequentially; referring to them as such is for
organizational and presentation purposes only. The inter-module relationships are interpreted
identically as intra-module relationships during simulation. A diagram of each module of the
executable model is included along with its description for reference.
Many variables in the model are shared across modules and represent the interaction of these
"subsystems." The variables will be discussed according to the module that they most closely
impact, with references to the other interactions taking place. The stock and flow structures
of each module will be discussed first, followed by the contributing variables. In this model,
all outflows are denoted as an "expiration" and modeled with a delay function that expels the
previous year's accumulation, enforcing that stocks represent annual accumulations throughout
the simulation.
49Stock and flow structures allow for the accumulation of measurable quantities of "stuff" - people, places, etc.
Stocks represent the accumulated volume while flows represent the rate of change in the stock. The relevant units for
each are discussed later in the chapter.
5.1.1 Module 1: The Basque Y
The Basque Y module is not designed to accurately predict ridership, mode split, or other system
characteristics, but rather to explore the relative changes in such variables given various initial
states and decision points for the entire network. The principal stock and flow structures of this
model track annual trips and HSR system connectivity and are shown in the following graphic.
Figure 26: Module 1: The Basque Y
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HSR Trips are accumulated on an annual basis in units of trips, with an initial value of 0. The
growth in annual trips is modeled as the inflow HSR Choice Rate minus the outflow Expiration
of Trips. As with all outflows in the model, Expiration of Trips is defined as the previous year's
HSR Choice rate. The HSR Choice Rate is defined as a function of intercapital trips per capita,
population served by the Basque Y, and HSR mode split. In the scenario with a Bilbao Airport
connection, HSR Choice Rate is also determined by the number of unique airport passengers,
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the airport access HSR mode split, and the annual flights per traveler. Each of these variables is
defined below.
. Annual Intercapital Trips per Capita: Existing annualized intercapital trips per the 2007
Basque Mobility Study (21,513*365) divided by the total populations 50 of the capital cities
(Bilbao 353,187; Donostia-San Sebastiin 185,506; Vitoria 238,247). This assumes that the
origin or destination of the trip is in the same city as the traveler's home. Initial value is
10.1 annual intercapital trips per capita and includes a ramp function that accounts for
induced travel. The ramp function increases at a rate of 0.5 per year for the initial 10 years
of the simulation, reflecting a total of 44% induced travel. The Paris-Lyon and Madrid-
Sevilla corridors experienced induced travel of 49% and 35%, respectively, indicating that
this might be a reasonable expectation.
- NOTE: The residence assumption may be inaccurate if non-home based trips ac-
count for a large percentage of the total intercapital trips, but still represents a rea-
sonable estimate given the lack of granular data available.
" Population Served by the Basque Y: The population that has direct access to the HSR net-
work in the Basque Country and peripheries (as extensions occur). More details later in
this section.
- HSR Mode Split: Initial value of 0.15, changing as a function of local transport network
service frequency and connectivity. Lower limit of 0.15 and upper limit of 0.50 to bound
the expected growth. Increases linearly with increases in the product of Local Frequencies
and Local Network Connectivity, to be discussed in subsequent sections.
- NOTE: In order to reach the upper bound, the maximum amount of local network
connectivity and service quality improvements allowable in the model would have to
be achieved.
50Population values derived from INE, the Spanish National Institute of Statistics.
" Airport Passengers: The volume of annual Bilbao Airport passengers. More details in sub-
sequent sections.
e Pct Resident Airport Passengers: 56.6% of annual passengers, from the 2007 Bilbao Air-
port Travel Survey.
" Airport Access HSR Mode Split: Initial values of 0.2 for residents and 0.4 for visitors. Bil-
bao Airport Travel Survey shows that 60% of residents access the airport by a private car,
while only 44% of visitors use a private car. An overall average of 0.25-0.4 would be a rea-
sonable estimate51, based on comparable European airports5 2 , as shown in the chart on
the following page.
Figure 27: Airport Access Mode Split at Comparable European Airports
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The population served by the Basque Y represents the existing high-speed network connectivity
in the region and is a stock that accumulates throughout the simulation; there is no expiration
51The assumption is that the Basque Y will achieve a high mode share due to the significant travel time advantage
compared with other modes that is not typical of an airport rail connection.52A comparison of the airports is included in the Appendix.
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flow. Its initial value is taken as the population of Greater Bilbao, Donostialdea, and Llanada
Alavesa, the comarcas containing the capital cities, reflecting that not all users will be destined
for the capital city proper, but that the local distribution networks often do not extend much
outside of its comarca.
Beyond the original level of connectivity, cities that are connected are connected once and re-
main connected thereafter, meaning there is no need for an annual recalculation of the popu-
lation served. The inflow is denoted as Growth in Base HSR Network and is determined by the
variables Santander Connect Time, Pamplona Connect Time, and Zaragoza Connect Time. It is
assumed that for strategic reasons, the connections will be pursued in this orders3. At the time
of connection, the inflow experiences a pulse increase with a magnitude equal to the population
of each city54.
* Santander Connect Time: The point in time during the simulation at which the network
is extended to include Santander. A function of the Base Connection Interval and Connec-
tion Adjustment Factor, as defined below.
* Pamplona Connect Time: The point in time during the simulation at which the network
is extended to include Pamplona. A function of the Base Connection Interval and Connec-
tion Adjustment Factor, as defined below. A forced buffer of 2 years after the connection of
Santander ensures reasonable separation, that the connection times do not overlap.
e Zaragoza Connect Time: The point in time during the simulation at which the network is
extended to include Zaragoza. A function of the Base Connection Interval and Connection
Adjustment Factor, as defined below. A forced buffer of 4 years after the connection of
Pamplona ensures reasonable separation, that the connection times do not overlap. It is
understood that a Zaragoza connection implies accessibility to Barcelona via the existing
high-speed rail network.
53An international connection across the French border is relevant but not included in the scope of this research
since the governing bodies are different from the other extensions included in the model and the timeline might be
longer than the candidate extensions internal to Spain.
54Populations from INE: Santander 182,700; Pamplona 198,491; Zaragoza 674,317.
e Base Connection Interval: The amount of time that would be a reasonable interval be-
tween HSR extension projects. Since the model does not explicitly capture the planning
and design phases, 25 years is used as an initial value to account for the expansion process
from concept to opening.
e Connection Adjustment Factor: A factor that represents decision making on a slower or
faster timeframe than the base connection interval based on HSR Performance Relative to
Expectations. Ranges from a maximum of 2 to a minimum of 0.35, with the fastest change
occuring between 2 and 1 (connection times twice as long to connection times equal to
the base connection interval) and the slowest change between 0.5 and 0.35 (connection
times half as long as the base connection interval to connection times one third as long).
This reflects that incremental reductions are more difficult to achieve at extremely accel-
erated rates of extension, to protect the timeframe required logistically to extend the HSR
network. Likewise, low performance has more difficulty in lengthening the connection
intervals because often extensions are motivated by more than just performance of a sub-
system: political interests, freight concerns, and EU goals are examples of motivations that
would be independent of factors included in this model.
e HSR Performance Relative to Expectations: Defined as the number of HSR Trips divided
by the Expected HSR Trips.
* Expected HSR Trips: Estimated as the number of current annual inter-metropolitan area
trips (46,549*365) multiplied by a reasonable mode split (0.15). 0.15 is reasonable (and
conservative) because the only trips being considered are existing trips that have both ori-
gin and destination within the metropolitan areas of the capital cities, and the Basque Y
will offer considerable travel time improvements over existing options.
5.1.2 Module 2: Local Public Transport Networks
The Local Networks module aims to capture numerous dynamics as simply as possible: mod-
eling accumulations in local network connectivity and relevant network ridership and how im-
provements in each impacts the other. Three stock and flow structures are included in this mod-
ule, as shown in the following diagram.
Figure 28: Module 2: Local Public Transport Networks
Local Network Ridership
Local Network Ridership is accumulated on an annual basis and is representative of all three
capital cities' local networks in aggregate, but only a portion of the total local network ridership
is considered "relevant." Its initial value equals the Expected Relevant Local Ridership and it
grows according to the inflow Local Network Attractiveness. The Local Network Attractiveness
is defined as a function of the Relevant Local Ridership, the Impact of Local Service Quality Im-
provements on Ridership, HSR Trips, and Fractional HSR Transfers.
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e Expected Relevant Local Ridership: A sum of the Relevant Local Ridership and the Pro-
jected HSR-Derived Local Ridership.
. Relevant Local Ridership: Existing trips on the portion of the local network represented
by the model. The product of Original Local Ridership and the Fraction of Network Repre-
sented.
. Impact of Local Service Quality Improvements on Ridership: An accumulated value that
reflects the degree of impact that improvements to service quality have on ridership. More
details in subsequent section.
" HSR Trips: The volume of journeys on the Basque Y, as discussed in the previous section.
e Fractional HSR Transfers: The number of HSR travelers who are transfering to the lo-
cal network, defined as the product of the percentage of Interested HSR Transfers and lo-
cal connectivity. Since users' decisions would typically be most influenced by the lowest
performing network, a minimum function is used with the variables that describe spe-
cific local network connectivity: B Link Connectivity for Bilbao, SS Link Connectivity for
Donostia-San Sebastiin, and V Link Connectivity for Vitoria-Gasteiz. These variables are
a dimensionless measure of local network connectivity ranging from 0 to 1, where 0 in-
dicates that the HSR infrastructure is completely isolated from the local networks, and 1
indicates that the HSR infrastructure is physically connected to every link in the local net-
work.
- NOTE: The Lowest Performing Local Network Rule is a reflection that habitual mode
choice is generally binary in that travelers choose to use a certain mode depending
on whether or not the option meets their expectations and form habits around it,
infrequently revisiting the choice itself. Assuming users often consciously or sub-
consciously define some threshold of tolerable performance, mode choice options
are more likely to reflect whether the systems surpass that threshold or not, rather
than varying based on a proportional performance relative to expectations. In other
words, if a user's expectations are 75% of X, and the system performs at 50%, the user
is more likely to choose to not use the system as his habitual mode of transport as
opposed to choosing it for 37.5%, 50%, or some other percentage of his annual trips.
e Original Local Ridership: The number of daily internal trips realized by public transporta-
tion in Bilbao (223,961), Donostia-San Sebastiin (147,628), and Vitoria-Gasteiz (49,967)ss
from the 2007 Basque Mobility Study.
* Fraction of Network Represented: Since the HSR integration with the local networks will
represent only one node on the local system and will be directly connected to a subset
of the total links available in the network, this factor represents that the majority of daily
local ridership does not and likely will not pass through the specific node containing the
HSR station. This is particularly relevant for the case of Gipuzkoa in which origin and
destination pairs are more dispersed throughout the territory. Initial value taken as 0.4,
meaning that relevant ridership should be considered as 40% of the total local ridership.
. Projected HSR-Derived Local Ridership: A product of the Expected HSR Trips, as defined
in the preceding section, and Interested HSR Transfers.
" Interested HSR Transfers: The percentage of HSR riders expected to want to transfer to the
local local network to reach their final destination or who use the local network to access
the origing HSR station. An initial value of 0.75 is used, representing that 75% of Basque
Y travelers are likely to have either an origin or destination that is not within a 5-minute
walk from the origin HSR station or the destination HSR station. This means that if the
HSR nodes were directly connected to all links in all of the local networks, 75% of riders
would use the local network to either access or egress from the Basque Y station.5 6
Local Network Connectivity
The degree of integration of the Basque Y with the local network is represented in this accumu-
lation that has units of links. The initial value equals the Initial Links in the system and grows
55Metropolitan areas include Bilbao, Greater Bilbao, Donostia-San Sebastidn, Donostialdea, and Vitoria-Gasteiz.
Total trips from Llanada Alavesa are not included in this calculation because of the concentration of trip generation
and attraction by the city of Vitoria-Gasteiz that is unique compared with Bilbao and Donostia-San Sebastiin relative
to their comarcas, as discussed in the 2007 Basque Mobility Study.
56Due to capacity constraints at transportation nodes, it is effectively impossible to be connected to 100% of the
links in the local networks, meaning it is effectively impossible that the model would result with 75% of HSR riders
transfering to the local network. It is also a conservative estimate because it only accounts for incremental ridership
on one end of the trip; many users would likely transfer to the local network on both ends of their journey.
according to the inflow Growth in Local Connectivity, a function of Additional Connected Links.
* Initial Links: The total representative number of links connected across all three local net-
works. Calculated as a product of the Total Initial Links 57 existing in all three local networks
and the average percentage of links connected to the HSR node in each city. An average
percentage is used because the total number of links vary widely, ranging from 10 in Vitoria
to 39 in Bilbao, and connectivity relative to the size and complexity of each local network
is more relevant than the absolute number of links58.
- Additional Connected Links: The number of additional links to be directly connected to
the HSR infrastructure as a function of Local Ridership Relative to Expectations. Ranges
from 0 to 21 with decreasing system responsiveness, or a negative second derivative. Re-
flects that as ridership outpaces expectations, initially new lines will be added quickly;
however, as the infrastructure nears capacity, incremental link additions happen at a slower
rate. Maximum value of 21 reflects an estimated infrastructure capacity of 7 new links per
city5960.
" Local Ridership Relative to Expectations: A dimensionless variable representing system
performance and defined as Local Network Ridership divided by Expected Relevant Local
Ridership, both discussed in the preceding section.
57Existing links are defined as existing bus, metro, or light rail routes.58Although the absolute number of links is less relevant than the percentage, a representative total number of links
must be computed to track the physical growth of the network. For that reason, the average percentage of network
connectivity is multiplied by the total existing to calculate the Initial Links variable. It is a conceptualization that is
intended to model the cyclical interaction of the user's decision making process and the local network connectivity.59The upper limit of 7 links per city only represents links added at the node containing the HSR infrastructure and
not over the entire local network.
601n reality, the development of new links is likely to be unbalanced across the three cities since each will initially
have differing levels of connectivity. The assumption of even distribution of new links is for simplicity in the model
since the Basque Y's impact to the local networks is not the main focus of this research. This simplification is a
conservative approach because it assumes that each local network will change at the same rate, but in reality the
local network with the most need would likely change the most, and since Fractional HSR Transfers are determined
according to the Lowest Performing Local Network Rule, as previously discussed, it will underestimate the volume of
riders transferring to the local network as a result of improvements, which then drives further improvements.
Impact of Local Service Quality Improvements on Ridership
The accumulated value that reflects the degree of impact that improvements to local service
quality have on local ridership. The initial value of 1 reflects that if no changes to service quality
are made, ridership will be impacted by a factor of 1, that is to say it will be unaffected. The stock
grows as dictated by the inflow Service Quality Influence, which is a function incremental con-
nectivity and frequency of service and ranges from 0 to 261. Incremental connectivity is calcu-
lated as the difference between Local Network Connectivity and Initial Links, both of which were
discussed in the previous section. Local Frequency and its contributing factors are described
below.
Local Frequencies: Determined as a function of Local Ridership Relative to Expectations,
as previously discussed. Ranges from 1, meaning no change in frequencies, to 2, signifying
a doubling in frequency, or 50% reduction in headway. The upper bound of 2 is established
to reflect capacity constraints of existing infrastructure. In order to reach the upper bound
of 2, Local Ridership Relative to Expectations must reach 300%, defined as such in an ef-
fort to maintain conservativeness since Local Frequencies is applied to all lines that are
connected to the HSR infrastructure as opposed to select lines.
5.1.3 Module 3: Bilbao Airport
The third and final module acts in isolation of the preceding two in the scenarios in which there is
not a direct connection of the Basque Y to Bilbao Airport. All three modules are interrelated in the
scenarios that contain a Bilbao Airport connection. The intermodule relationships explained in
this section are reflective of the scenarios that have a direct airport connection; the intermodule
relationships are removed in when simulating the alternative, non-integrated scenarios. The
61Since 1 is the initial state of the Impact of Local Service Quality Improvements on Ridership stock, any positive
growth (Service Quality Influence) results in a positive impact on ridership. For Service Quality Influence to reach its
maximum value of 2, all possible service provision improvements must be achieved (21 Additional Connected Links
and double all relevant service frequencies).
model captures accumulations in the population served by the airport as well as total airport
passengers in three stock and flow structures, as in the following diagram.
Figure 29: Module 3: Bilbao Airport
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This stock represents the catchment area of Bilbao Airport in units of people6 2 . The initial value
for the scenarios without an airport connection is taken as the population of the Basque Coun-
try, approximately 2.2 million people6 3 . The initial value is a rough estimation because it does
not account for external residents who do contribute significantly to the airport traffic, such as
Santander, and it assumes that all residents of the Region are equally likely to travel, whereas
that is not likely the case6 . Counteracting each other, the net impact of these simplifications is
assumed to be negligible.
In light of findings in preceding chapters regarding aversion to transfers in the Basque Country
62A catchment area is often thought of in terms of an airport's physical reach over distance, but for the purposes of
this model it is represented by the populations that characterize those locations.
63Population estimate of 2,178,339 from INE.
6Since these two inaccuracies affect the model output in opposite directions, and more accurate supporting data
is not available, it is considered the best "reasonable" assumption for the input.
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and particularly in the case of air passengers, in the scenarios without an airport connection, the
growth in HSR ridership from airport passengers65 is considered to be negligible, and so is taken
as zero. In the scenarios with an airport connection, the catchment area of the airport grows only
when extensions to the HSR network are realized, and similarly to the stock Population Served
by Basque Y, grows as a pulse of magnitude relative to the population of each city, at the time in
the simulation determined by Santander Connect Time, Pamplona Connect Time, and Zaragoza
Connect Time66.
Aircraft Movements
The stock of Aircraft Movements represents the consolidation of flight destinations and frequen-
cies that are available to residents of and visitors to the Basque Country, and provides a point
from which to estimate the volume of passengers using Bilbao Airport each year. It grows ac-
cording to its inflow Growth in Frequencies and Destinations Served and is regulated by its ex-
piration outflow. The two drivers of Growth in Frequencies and Destinations Served is a base
annual growth rate coupled with the airport catchment area.
" Population Served by Airport: Measures the catchment area of the airport as previously
described.
- ACM per Capita: The number of aircraft movements that would be expected per person as
a function of the size of the catchment area. Based on an analysis of comparable Spanish
airports67, not only do the total volume of aircraft movements increase as the catchment
65HSR Ridership from airport passengers refers to passengers using the Basque Y for airport access and/or egress
only and does not impact the likelihood of mode choice in the normal context of intercity travel that does not include
the airport.
66Including Zaragoza is still relevant despite the competition from Spain's two largest airports, because Bilbao Air-
port's competitive advantage lies in the fact that neither of the larger airports offers direct, single-seat access from
Zaragoza because they do not have HSR connections. Coupled with severe congestion at Barcelona Airport, Bilbao
Airport becomes a viable alternative.
67Comparable Spanish airports are circumferentially located and include Granada, Vigo, Sevilla, Bilbao, Valencia,
and Barcelona. The airports represent regions with and without high speed rail connections to Madrid; the rela-
tionship between aircraft movements per capita and total population is consistent across all comparable airports,
regardless of whether or not there is a direct high-speed rail connection to Madrid.Populations used in the analysis
are provincial populations with the exception of Bilbao. The Bilbao Airport population includes the populations of all
three Basque provinces. Data from AENA.
area increases, but the average number of aircraft movements per person also increases,
at a decreasing rate. The following chart shows this relationship.
Figure 30: Aircraft Movements per Capita as a Function of Catchment Area
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A lookup table permits the model to use the actual regressed equation to calculate the
expected aircraft movements per capita.
e Accumulated Growth: A growth factor that reflects strategic objectives of airlines and the
airport. More details in the following section.
* Airport Passengers: Estimated number of annual airport passengers based on the number
of aircraft movements. Based on the relationship established through a regression analysis
of Spanish airports. Regression results shown in the chart below.
Figure 31: Airport Passengers as a Function of Aircraft Movements
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5.2 Defining Scenarios
The objective of the model is to test the impact of the Donostia-San Sebastian station placement
as well as a potential airport connection. The model inputs for each vary as follows:
" Astigarraga Station Placement: Astigarraga is currently served by one intercity bus line that
provides service to the urban core of Donostia-San Sebastiin and zero local bus lines.
- Initial San Sebastian Links (variable) = 1
" Atotxa Station Placement 68: Surrounding Atotxa Station, there are multiple bus lines within
a five-minute walking distance. DonostiaBus lines include 9, 17, 24, 27, 41, and 37.
- Initial San Sebastian Links = 6
" With Airport Connection: Model as described
- Without Airport Connection: With no direct connection to the airport, the Basque Y is not
considered an access mode to the airport.
- Resident Airport Access Mode Split = 0
- Visitor Airport Access Mode Split= 0
- Growth in Airport Connectivity (inflow) = 0
In defining these scenarios within the context of the model, an interesting motivation to expand
the set of scenarios.arises. Although there are six bus lines within five minutes' walking distance
of Atotxa Station, there are a total of 21 bus lines that are accessible in less than 10 minutes' walk
from the station, including DonostiaBus lines 5, 14, 16, 18, 19, 21, 23, 25, 26, 28, 31, 32, 33, 36,
and 40. Although it is not likely that all lines could effectively serve the station, relocating bus
68Scenarios including Atotxa Station as the selected alternative do not include the impact of integration with the
long-distance bus terminal to be constructed on site.
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stops slightly closer to the station to bring them within a five minute walk would be reasonable
for a subset of the lines. For the purposes of considering a "best case scenario" in terms of local
connectivity, the model was also tested using an additional Atotxa 12 scenario, in which 12 links
are accessible to the Basque Y station. In summary, the six scenarios are as follows, including
model specification changes:
1. Astigarraga Without Airport Connection
(a) Initial San Sebastian Links = 1
(b) Resident Airport Access Mode Split = 0; Visitor Airport Access Mode Split = 0; Growth
in Airport Connectivity = 0
2. Atotxa Without Airport Connection
(a) Initial San Sebastiin Links = 6
(b) Resident Airport Access Mode Split = 0; Visitor Airport Access Mode Split = 0; Growth
in Airport Connectivity = 0
3. Atotxa 12 Without Airport Connection
(a) Initial San Sebastiin Links = 12
(b) Resident Airport Access Mode Split = 0; Visitor Airport Access Mode Split = 0; Growth
in Airport Connectivity = 0
4. Astigarraga With Airport Connection
(a) Initial San Sebastiin Links = 1
(b) Resident Airport Access Mode Split = 0.2; Visitor Airport Access Mode Split = 0.4;
Growth in Airport Connectivity = as specified in the model definition
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5. Atotxa With Airport Connection
(a) Initial San Sebastian Links = 6
(b) Resident Airport Access Mode Split = 0.2; Visitor Airport Access Mode Split = 0.4;
Growth in Airport Connectivity = as specified in the model definition
6. Atotxa 12 With Airport Connection
(a) Initial San Sebastiin Links = 12
(b) Resident Airport Access Mode Split = 0.2; Visitor Airport Access Mode Split = 0.4;
Growth in Airport Connectivity = as specified in the model definition
5.3 Model Assessment
There are many challenges in modeling the research questions of interest, and explicit efforts to
mitigate the impact of such challenges have been made in the design of the model. First, the
model represents a (presently) nonexistent system; consequently, historical data cannot be used
for calibration. Second, the decisions that are portrayed in the model are in reality impacted by
myriad factors, but generally unidimensionally determined during simulation. Motivations may
be socially, politically, and economically driven, and the model aims only to capture motivation
as a function of system performance in the interest of maintaining objectivity. Although there
are many inherent weaknesses to the model and uncertainty that is not captured, the value of
the results extends beyond the absolute numbers.
The total volume of HSR Trips, Airport Passengers, or any other metric is not intended to be a
prediction, but rather a relative measure that enables the user to analyze the patterns of devel-
opment over time and the differences between scenarios. The shape of the curves are more rele-
vant than the intercepts and extreme values. Confidence in the existence of interactions and the
direction of resulting change is more important than the numeric relationships between them
and provide adequate confidence in the model as a tool for comparing the relative benefits of
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each scenario. The driving objective during model construction was to maintain simplicity since
unnecessary complexity adds unnecessary uncertainty.
Despite efforts to mitigate the impact of modeling challenges, the system in reality is subject
to factors that are explicitly not represented in the model in light of maintaining a manageable
scope of research. Some of these factors are the following:
* The model does not include growth in personal auto use as a result of policy decisions,
which would likely be relevant for the Donostia-San Sebastiin station placement cases.
The attractiveness of private transportation varies as a function of fuel prices, cost of own-
ership, parking policies, travel times, tolls, congestion and many other factors. The model
is not intended to be a discrete choice model. Auto use is considered to be an important
component of the non-HSR mode split, both in the case of intercity trips and airport ac-
cess.
- Many stocks are aggregate volumes that do not reflect unbalanced growth. HSR Trips is
modeled as a system total, and assumes that all three cities are equally attractive and that
flows are uniform across all axes of travel. The volume of Airport Passengers is separated
into residents and visitors based on an exogenous input that simplifies rates of growth. It is
likely that the percentage of resident travelers would decline as the entire region becomes
more accessible to the exterior and as the local market becomes saturated, but supporting
data is not available to establish the differentiation in this model.
* Network effects are not completely accounted for. The number of intercapital trips is likely
to grow as the network expands. As more HSR Trips are generated, it is possible that fre-
quencies would increase and prices might decrease, making the Basque Y a more attractive
alternative than competing modes or more attractive than not traveling. Agglomeration
effects are not included.
It should be noted that an effort has been made to err on the side of conservativeness. Excluding
non-quantifiables (or factors difficult to quantify, such as agglomeration); implementing upper
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bounds on growth, mode split, and other variables; and substantiating exogenous and endoge-
nous inputs with available data ensure plausible results. Furthermore, sensitivity testing allows
for analytical assessment to improve confidence in the results while simultaneously indicating
the strategic opportunities that may lie in the fundamental structure of the relationships but that
are not necessarily intuitive.
Sensitivity testing will include primarily exogenous variables that may or may not accurately
reflect existing and future characteristics simultaneously. Some internal relationships will be
tested as well as the timeline for airport connection. Sensitivity testing will include varying these
factors over a select set of scenarios and will not be carried out for all six since the objective of
sensitivity testing is to determine the responsiveness of the model relative to certain factors, and
not to include a complete analysis for all possible variations.
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6 Simulation Model Output
To present the simulation outputs, a few key metrics are most relevant for the analysis and are
derived mostly from stocks but also include a few endogenous variables. All six tested scenarios
are included. Key metrics are presented based on the base case model for the simulation, along
with a discussion of the role they play in driving business activity to support the economic growth
goals of the region.
6.1 Interpretation of Key Performance Indicators
Relevant key performance indicators include those which portray the development of the net-
work over time and the use of the network over time as indicators of level of service provided
to existing users and the level of attractiveness of the region to potential users. Potential users
may include residents who do not currently travel frequently or those who choose other modes
when they do travel; potential users also include external parties who may be destined for the
Basque Country. This is particularly relevant because as network coverage becomes more com-
prehensive and existing users demonstrate satisfaction with the level of service provided, a clear
message is sent to potential investors who seek both accessibility and stability.
6.1.1 Network Development
Network development refers to the physical expansion of the transportation network and cor-
responding volume of users who have access to it. In the model, increases in the total number
of users who have access to the network increases in a single time step (1 year in simulation).
Although the number of users who have access to the network would likely increase as the urban
distribution of local networks improve, that growth is not captured in the model69 . The following
chart details the time points at which high-speed rail network expansion projects are completed,
according to each scenario.
69The development for local networks within the Basque Country are included in Module 2, but Module 2 does not
purport to account for local network development in Santander, Pamplona, or Zaragoza.
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Figure 32: Model Output: Population Served by the Basque Y
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Amongst the scenarios, the three with an airport link result in faster extensions of the network
than the three that do not, regardless of the Donostia-San Sebasti6n station placement. This
behavior should be expected because not only does the airport provide an increased number
of users in the high-speed rail network, but it also mandates a certain level of service over the
network in order to serve the airport. Lower levels of Donostia-San Sebastidn connectivity also
impact the timeline, but it is dominated by the existence of an airport connection. The role of
connectivity in Donostia-San Sebastidn is a greater differentiator when there is no airport con-
nection than when there is: the variation in the Zaragoza link between the airport scenarios is
small, ranging only 8 years, whereas the variation in the Zaragoza link between the non-airport
scenarios is much higher, at 21 years between the fastest and slowest case.
The impact of various levels of intermodality grows over time, particularly in the cases of low
initial connectivity. Initially, there is a small difference between the connection times for the
first extension to Santander, with all scenarios resulting in the first extension within four years
of each other. The various connection times for the Pamplona link vary nearly 15 years across
scenarios, and the final connection times to Zaragoza (and hence Barcelona), span over three
decades, depending on the scenario. The following tables detail the time in the simulation at
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which the expansions are completed, first for the scenarios without an airport link, and then for
those with.
Table 4: Scenario Variance in Connection Times: Scenarios without Airport Connection
Without Airport Connection
Simulation Connection Time Elapsed Interval
Santander Pamplona Zaragoza San-Pamp Pamp-Zar
Astigarraga 16 43 80 27 37
Atotxa 15 40 72 25 32
Atotxa 12 14 36 59 22 23
Variance 1-2 1 3 8 2 5
Variance 2-3 1 4 13 3 9
Variance 1-2 is defined as the incremental difference between the connection times of the first
and second scenarios, Astigarraga and Atotxa. Likewise, Variance 2-3 is the difference between
the connection times in the second and third scenarios, Atotxa and Atotxa 12. The difference
in local connectivity has a modest impact early in the simulation, with 1 year's variation for the
Santander link and 3-4 years' variation for the Pamplona link; however, local connectivity plays a
large role later in the simulation, with the Zaragoza connection occuring on a significantly faster
time frame for the scenarios with better initial connectivity. Not only do the connection times
vary amongst scenarios, but the elapsed intervals grow as well within each scenario depend-
ing on its initial level of connectivity. In the simulation, 22 years pass between Santander and
Pamplona connections and 23 years between Pamplona and Zaragoza connections when local
connectivity is at its highest, in Atotxa 12. When local connectivity is at its lowest, in Astigarraga,
the Santander-Pamplona interval of 27 years is slightly (23%) longer than the best scenario, but
the Pamplona-Zaragoza interval of 37 years is 61% longer than Atotxa 12.
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Table 5: Scenario Variance in Connection Times: Scenarios with Airport Connection
Astigarraga
Atotxa
Atotxa 12
Variance 1-2
Variance 2-3
With Airport Connection
Simulation Connection Time
Santander Pamplona Zaragoza San-
14 33 56 1
13 31 53 1
13 29 48
1 2 3
0 2 5
A similar pattern occurs between the scenarios containing an airport connection; higher inital
connectivity in the local networks results in faster connection times as well as shorter elapsed in-
tervals between connections. In summary, the following chart shows the role of a Bilbao Airport
connection in network development for the Basque Y.
Table 6: Elapsed Intervals Between Network Expansions: Impact of Airport Connection
Astigarraga
With Airport Link
Without Airport Link
Variance
Atotxa
With Airport Link
Without Airport Link
Variance
Atotxa 12
With Airport Link
Without Airport Link
Variance
Elapsed
San-Pamp
19
27
8
18
25_
7
16
22_
6
Interval
Pamp-Zar
23
37
14
22
32
10
19
23
4
Aside from significantly accelerating the time at which links are added to the network, an initial
airport connection provides a consistent advantage in the elapsed intervals between connection,
with most significant positive impact at later stages in the simulation. An airport connection has
a lesser impact as initial local connectivity improves, suggesting that although the strongest cases
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Elapsed
Pamp_
9
8
16
1
2
Interval
Pamp-Zar
23
22
19
1
3
occur with complete intermodalism, very effective local integration may still have a significant
impact regardless of whether or not the airport connection is realized. Interestingly, local initial
connectivity makes its largest contribution at later stages in the simulation. In the scenarios
without an airport connection, the level of local integration results in a variation of 14 years from
the best to the worst scenario. The role of initial local connectivity is shown in the following table.
Table 7: Elapsed Intervals Between Extensions: Impact of Initial Local Connectivity
Elapsed Interval
San-Pamp Pamp-Zar
Airport Link
Astigarraga 19 23
Atotxa 18 22
Atotxa 12 16 19
Variance 3 4
Without Airport Link
Astigarraga 27 37
Atotxa 25 32
Atotxa 12 22 23
Variance 5 14
The incremental improvement for intervals of network development as well as the accelerated
timeline supported by intermodality have significant implications for the traveling public - both
existing and potential. Consistent intervals of development and growth send a message of suc-
cess and confidence in existing infrastructure and recent projects - a message that is critical to
generating business interest in the region. An accelerated overall time frame means that the
network matures faster and reaches an important milestone for the Basque Country and Spain
alike. A Zaragoza extension is the essential link that will mark the next chapter in the transi-
tion of Spanish high-speed rail from an exclusively radial network to a polycentric network in
which the weight of historically peripheral regions begin to have a stronger voice in how services
are provided and in how and where the economy grows. While the link connecting Bilbao and
Donostia-San Sebastiin represents the first such link, when this region connects with Zaragoza it
will result in a "completed" section of the polycentric network, eliminating previously spur lines.
When this portion of the network is completed, there will be an even larger critical mass that will
enable stronger bargaining power for the collective regions in demanding services that capitalize
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on the strengths of a polycentric network structure.
High-speed rail in Spain is generally centered around the activity and demands of Madrid; a poly-
centric network structure strengthens the collection of urban areas within medium distances of
each other for improved economic balance, with the Swiss case as an important example. As a re-
sult, business interests have access to bigger and more diverse markets and will typically choose
to be centrally located - meaning at a location from which many other locations are accessible in
short to medium time frames, or the core of the polycentric structre. Although the model results
play out over many decades, the variation between scenarios is a reflection of decisions made
at a single point in time - decisions that are temporally isolated from their results, and yet very
closely connected.
Due to the close interaction between subsystems, the changes to the airport catchment area is
dependent on changes in the populations served by the Basque Y. The following chart shows the
growth in catchment area over time in the base case of the model.
Figure 33: Model Output: Growth in Bilbao Airport Catchment Area
Population Served by Airport
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Population Served by Airport vBase Atotxa 12 Without Airport Connection
Population Served by Airport: vBase_Atotxa 12_it Airport Connection
For scenarios including an airport connection, the catchment area grows at the same points in
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time as the HSR network extensions. In the scenarios with no airport connection, the catchment
area remains constant throughout the duration of the simulation.
The development of the third and final subsystem, the aggregated local transportation networks,
does not follow a discrete growth pattern like the preceding two subsystems; rather, it displays
a continuous growth pattern over a changing rate. The chart on the following page shows the
growth in the local network over the simulation time.
Figure 34: Model Output: Local Transportation Network Connectivity
Local Network Connectivity
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Per the scenario definitions, there are three levels of initial connectivity. The scenarios begin to
grow in year 8 and visibly diverge in year 9, with those that include an airport connection outper-
forming those that do not, with an exception in the case of the Astigarraga scenarios. Generally,
scenarios that begin with higher levels of connectivity continue to grow at a faster rate than those
that began with lower levels, and they experience compounding growth in terms of higher abso-
lute and relative magnitudes of change. The following chart details these differences.
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Figure 35: Relative Improvement in Local Connectivity Based on Initial Connectivity
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Most interesting, not only is there a negligible difference between the two scenarios that include
Astigarraga regardless of whether or not an airport connection is considered, but there is negligi-
ble absolute growth70 in the scenarios, even over a 100-year timeframe. The implications of poor
connectivity and the failure to improve it are even more extreme than portrayed in the graphics
and the model outputs when considering its affect on user perceptions.
Effective local distribution is even more important in Astigarraga because more high-speed rail
riders will need to transfer to the local network since there is limited economic activity in the
immediately surounding area and they will need a way to arrive to their final destination in the
urban core. However, poor local connectivity that does not improve over time perpetuates an
image of isolation and peripherality, making Donostia-San Sebastian a bypass and not a desti-
nation. Such a characterization is a serious deterrent to business activity - for which users not
only want connectivity, but they demand quality of service. Reliability, frequency, integration,
and other measures of quality of service that drive business accessibility cannot be achieved
70 Relative growth is less than 1% and absolute growth is significantly less than one link (0.16 links and 0.24 links
over the 100 years' simulation time) for both scenarios with Astigarraga.
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without the existence of the physical network first. Although connectivity on its own does not
necessarily guarantee economic growth due to business accessibility, lack thereof will certainly
prevent it.
Additionally, an Astigarraga station placement that requires more users to depend on the urban
distribution in place means that they will be more critical of the service. Since access between
the HSR station and the local transportation network will be essential, users will hold higher
expectations for that which they do not have the luxury to choose. The increased difficulty in
providing comprehensive services to and from Astigarraga compared with Atotxa, coupled with
the inconvenience of a forced transfer, results in a larger gap between expected performance
and delivered service - and more unsatisfied customers. Efforts to mitigate this negative impact
through improved service will be unnatural decisions for the system since they will be driven
by poor performance instead of good performance, and being much more expensive to imple-
ment. The cost incurred to improve connectivity will be substantially higher at Astigarraga than
Atotxa because it will involve creating entirely new routes, whereas slight modifications to ex-
isting routes brings significantly improved accessibility to Atotxa station. In fact, this issue is
magnified when considering the capacity of existing road infrastructure in Astigarraga.
Finally, higher initial connectivity has implications beyond - or rather before - the final desti-
nations that can be reached via local distribution. A node in a transportation network that is
served by many routes and many modes results in large volumes of habitual users - and almost
assuredly agglomeration economies. A node with many links to other destinations is more at-
tractive to a business located at that node than a node with fewer links, regardless of whether the
business owners are actually using those links. The local connectivity represents the accessibility
that businesses have to customers, clients, and partners, including the high-speed rail station as
a part of a multimodal hub that creates a very valuable and attractive node for increased business
productivity.
6.1.2 Network Use
One of the most commonly used indicators of success for a transportation system is the volume
of passengers who use it. Although the purpose of the model was not to predict travel demand,
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the differences between the scenarios and the overall patterns tell an interesting story. The fol-
lowing graph shows the growth of passengers over time for the six scenarios tested.
Figure 36: Model Output: Ridership on the Basque Y
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The degree of variation between the scenarios is striking given that the total number of intercity
trips does does not grow after the first ten years of simulation. In reality, a successful system
would likely result in induced travel7' in later stages as well as other destinations are connected,
amplifying the difference between the best and worst case scenarios, but the model conserva-
tively captures only growth in mode split. The differences between scenarios are shown both
through the points in time of ridership growth, the rate of change, and the long term stabiliza-
tion level. Although each scenario is reflective of the same total number of riders, the greatest
ridership benefits are driven by early growth and connectivity.
The scenarios that experience earlier levels of development also experience generally higher lev-
els of stabilization; the three scenarios highest performing scenarios for the first six decades are
the three that begin with a Bilbao Airport connection. In year 63, Scenario 5: Atotxa 12 With-
out Airport Connection (in black) outperforms the next best alternative, Scenario 2: Astigarraga
71Population growth and urbanization of existing population are other sources of intercity trips that might be gen-
erated but are not included in the model.
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With Airport Connection, reinforcing the importance of the relationship between the local net-
work and the Basque Y. These findings suggest that while an airport link will be a crucial catalyst
to initiate success in the system, the potential for long term growth still depends heavily on initial
local network connectivity.
The usage pattern and growth of Bilbao Airport vary quite distinctly from that of the Basque
Y. Because airport growth is nurtured and restricted by different entities with different goals, a
conservative growth projection is used in the model. As a result, little variation is seen between
the scenarios in the airport catchment area, as shown in the following graphic.
Figure 37: Model Output: Airport Passengers
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The three scenarios without an airport link never see large surges in the catchment area: their
growth is driven solely by an exogenous growth factor. The scenarios with an airport link experi-
ence surges in catchment area at different points in time, but since the impact of the last surge -
the Zaragoza link - is very small, even the differences in the time frames are fairly insignificant.
In reality, this may be an even more conservative estimate than intended because of the effects
of a growing catchment area itself. For example, as links are added to the HSR network and
new cities are reached, the airport access mode split for residents would likely increase, reflec-
tive of the greater disutility associated with alternate modes. Slow bus connections, expensive
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taxi rides, and inconvenient car drop offs become even less attractive over longer distances, and
the availability of a single-seat ride becomes very competitive for the marginal traveler newly
acquired in the effective airport catchment area.
The usage patterns for the local networks are displayed in the following chart.
Figure 38: Model Output: Local Network Ridership
Local Network Ridership
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The growth pattern for the local network ridership is very similar in shape to the local network
development, with a few important distinctions. First, all six scenarios begin at the same point,
whereas the local network connectivity depends on the station placement in San Sebastian and
so follows natural groupings around those scenarios. While the development of the network
maintains some semblance of those groupings, ridership does not: the differences in growth
between scenarios is more even. As expected, growth in local ridership is a function of how well-
connected the node experiencing the surge of HSR riders is in its early stages. As a result, Atotxa
12 Without Airport Connection (black) outperforms Atotxa With Airport Connection (gray). At
lower levels of initial connectivity such as Astigarraga With and Without Airport Connection (red
and blue, respectively), very little growth in ridership on the network is seen over time. These
findings reemphasize the potential role the Basque Y may play in driving growth and initiating
change in the local network and ridership profile, and that it is important to capitalize on that
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potential by ensuring high levels of initial connectivity with the local network. The growth and
improvements to the local network are more reliant on initial local connectivity than the airport
connection, with Atotxa 12 Without Airport Connection (black) having a noticeably greater im-
pact than slightly less connectivity but with the airport link (Atotxa With Airport Connection, in
gray).
6.2 Summary of Results
The contribution of improved intermodality to the success of the system is significant, and the
effects of initial intermodality continue to be amplified over time. Even in the case of scenarios
with very little differences between them initially, those that exhibited a higher degree of inter-
modality consistently outperformed those less well-connected in initial stages. The incremen-
tal benefit of connectivity early on is amplified over time, and well-connected scenarios display
network extension milestones, rates of growth, and levels of stabilization most attractive from an
operational perspective as well as from an economic perspective. Specifically, Atotxa 12 scenar-
ios result in faster growth and higher levels of stabilization for all metrics than Atotxa scenarios.
Likewise, Atotxa scenarios perform better than Astigarraga scenarios, and With Airport Connec-
tion scenarios are superior to Without Airport Connection scenarios.
In summary:
* A Bilbao Airport connection is a dominant force in accelerating long-term HSR network
development that serves the needs of current and future travelers with an interest in a
balanced regional economy.
. Higher levels of local network connectivity drive ridership on the Basque Y by increasing
the average growth rate and the equilibrium point; local networks themselves also experi-
ence higher growth, higher equilibrium, and sustained growth rates during later stages of
simulation with initial higher connectivity - reaching levels that are decidedly not achieved
by less connected alternatives. The local connectivity required for successful model out-
comes is also required to maintain the competitiveness of Donostia-San Sebastiin in a
region of growing accessibility.
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The consequences of poor connectivity in Donostia-San SebastiAn are borne by San Sebastiin
almost exclusively - the overall ridership on the Basque Y is not likely to be gravely impacted,
but typical travel profiles are very likely to be. Less connectivity means fewer options for users,
and a lack of improvement compared with substantial improvements in accessibility in the other
cities served by the Y makes Donostia-San Sebastiin less attractive relative to the other options
accessible along the same infrastructure. When coupled with the importance of image and the
demand for a high quality of service, low connectivity options such as Astigarraga fail to support
the economic stimulation goals of the region compared with the alternatives - and fail to realize
the potential for change that the high-speed rail provides.
Although the model results in ridership estimates, connection timelines, and other quantified
results, the objective is not to make numerically accurate predictions due to the high level of
aggregation in the model definition. The objective is to give insight into the impact of policy
issues. The real timetable for future connectivity will be driven by political, institutional, and
financial decisions and will hopefully be achieved much sooner than the model allows. The
model explores the relative performance of the system in the context of the two critical deci-
sions, the Bilbao Airport connection and the Donostia-San Sebastidn station location, with the
understanding that operational success will contribute to the political decisions to advance the
timetable.
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7 Conclusions
The Bilbao-San Sebastidn link of the Basque Y represents the first true deviation from the exclu-
sively radial high-speed rail network in Spain, in which the primary intention of the infrastruc-
ture is - for the first time - something other than a direct connection with Madrid. Part of the
responsibility of the Basque Country will be not only defining what the newfound intention is,
but creating a vision to propel the region - and others that will follow - into new dimensions of
mobility planning, expectations, and execution. Effectively capitalizing on this unprecedented
opportunity means the Basque Country could be instrumental in initiating a "rethinking" of the
status quo in infrastructure design, service planning, and mobility objectives nationwide.
Prioritizing high-quality intermodal services should be an important objective for high-speed
rail in the Basque Country. The initial degree of connectivity will be an important driver of suc-
cess for the Basque Y, the local distribution networks, and Bilbao Airport alike. Together, these
subsystems can create an environment that is very attractive to business interests and create
positive change in the economic profile of the region. Although a fundamental vision of inter-
modality must guide its development over time, intermodality is not binary. Varying degrees of
intermodal quality are possible beyond the discrete connectivity scenarios defined in this model.
Establishing a strong foundation in intermodality will encourage future generations to continue
making decisions aligned with that vision, and there are various opportunities to begin con-
structing such a foundation.
7.1 Strategic Opportunities
Forming a strategy that fosters high-quality intermodal connections requires the expeditious
pursuit of available opportunities to improve existing services in the Basque Country in prepara-
tion for the high-speed train. Like any strategy, establishing a strong and enduring constituency
of advocates for intermodality, balanced economic growth, and self-governance will be a critical
complement to the near-term actions in setting the stage for transformational growth in the long
term.
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7.1.1 Intermodality in Donostia-San Sebastidn
A focus on preparing Atotxa Station to be the most attractive destination for a high-speel train
when compared with an area alternative such as Astigarraga will play an important role in pre-
venting the perception of Donostia-San Sebastian from being that of a politically obligatory to-
ken stop, and evoke instead the image of an interesting and attractive market that merits high
quality service. As presented in the scenario definitions, a number of local bus routes are within
less than a 10-minute walking radius of Atotxa Station; considering route deviations to locate
stops on select routes will significantly improve connectivity at low marginal cost. Because much
of the residential and economic activity is dispersed throughout the comarca of Donostialdea,
also providing access to and from areas beyond normal walking distances will be critically im-
portant for Gipuzkoa. Atotxa Station, which is served by RENFE long-distance and commuter
services, will house the new long distance bus terminal and will feasibly be served by a consider-
able number of local bus routes and possibly light rail. The final piece includes evaluating how
changes to the interurban bus network, coordinated scheduling, integrated ticketing, and infor-
mation sharing can interact with and complement these services, completing the full picture of
local and regional public transport services.
Atotxa Station is already home to existing RENFE long-distance trains and upon arrival of the
Basque Y, the remaining piece will be the Euskotren commuter rail services. The Euskotren sta-
tion in Donostia-San Sebastiin is located alongside Plaza Easo, at the boundary of the Down-
town (El Centro) and Amara neighborhoods. Although a surface extension to approach Atotxa
Station would be infeasible, a light-rail connection to or even a sub-grade extension to a site
within walking distance of Atotxa might be a promising discussion in the interest of completing
the picture of intra- and inter-comarca multimodality. A transfer station at Riberas or Loyola pro-
vides an option to connect Euskotren commuter rail as well. Liberating long-distance services
for the current RENFE track will play a significant role not only in encouraging multimodal jour-
neys but also in mitigating the "shadow effect" of high-speed rail: the negative effect of cities who
used to be equally connected as all the other cities that find themselves disadvantaged as a re-
sult of not being directly served by the new infrastructure and not experiencing a commensurate
accessibility gain.
Finally, physical linkages are not the only method of shaping perceptions of a system or any of
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its links or nodes. Surrounding land uses, station design, and auxiliary services are powerful and
critical tools in forming a positive image and driving usage patterns. Preparing the area for and
even incentivizing business development through tactics such as rezoning considerations and
tax benefits make the area more attractive to businesses, particularly in the context of compet-
ing destinations that may be already nearly saturated with business activity, such as the area
surrounding Bilbao's Abando Station. Finally, aesthetic design of a station and its vicinity that
contributes to visual identity and spatial unity reduces the negative impact of transfers when
the intermodal transition is contained within a single "space." Spatial unity may be the perfect
contribution to effectively raising connectivity - when a station image covers a larger area, local
links do not have to lie within as small a radius, effectively stretching capacity constraints and
user tolerance levels.
7.1.2 Intermodality at Bilbao Airport
For the first time, a subset of the Spanish high-speed rail network is not being dictated by the re-
quirements for running trains exclusively to Madrid; likewise, Bilbao Airport could be a national
pioneer in air-rail multimodal journeys if attitudes adapt to the new Basque Mobility Vision.
Local and regional governments teaming with Bilbao Airport leadership and airline operators
serving Bilbao Airport such as Iberia, Spanair, Lufthansa, and Air Nostrum will be important. A
particularly interesting partnership opportunity includes the low cost carriers Vueling and Easy-
jet who are likely to welcome an improved competitive advantage relative to their principal com-
petitor Ryanair who operates out of both Santander and Biarritz. As Madrid-destined travelers
shift to the high-speed rail, Bilbao Airport will be interested in actively increasing its catchment
area to maintain profitable services to European destinations that replace the loss in Madrid-
destined traffic and continue to grow. The benefit for cities peripheral to Bilbao, especially San
Sebastian and Vitoria, but also Santander, Burgos, Pamplona, and Valladolid, is also great, and
should be targets for collaboration as well.
The discussed extension of Euskotren service from the city center of Bilbao to Bilbao Airport does
provide rail access to Bilbao Airport, but does not expand the catchment area of Bilbao Airport
to more comprehensively serve the Basque Country and regions beyond. A high-speed rail con-
nection to Bilbao Airport accomplishes what an Euskotren extension cannot: it transforms the
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Bilbao Airport into the "Basque Airport," expanding the catchment area of the airport as well as
the business accessibility of the region to a diversity of European destinations as far as Frankfurt
and London.
7.1.3 Regional Intermodality
Meaningful contributions at the intersection of the subsystems will tangibly contribute to im-
proved regional intermodal quality, and many examples of overlapping efforts are already in
progress. Fare integration, schedule integration, and auxiliary services are examples of valu-
able benefits to travelers that facilitate mobility achieving the upper limit of a desire to move,
rather than the minimum need to travel. A single-ticketing system that crosses modal bound-
aries communicates a commitment to intermodality to users. In fact, such an effort is underway
at the territorial level of Gipuzkoa, so expanding the compatibility efforts to integrate the entire
region should be an urgent goal for the program.
7.2 Further Research
Various dimensions of interesting future research opportunities directly stem from the strategic
opportunities identified as a result of this thesis. Of immediate consequence, this work identifies
action items that are particular to the Basque Country and that are time sensitive in anticipation
of the arrival of the Basque Y. Additionally, improving the existing model by expanding its scope
as well as applying the same approach to other transportation contexts would be relevant and
interesting extensions of the work.
7.2.1 Basque Y Follow Up Opportunities
This research highlights the important role of multimodal integration in early stages as a key
component in using the Basque Y as a catalyst for change in business accessibility, and fur-
ther research can narrow the realm of possibilities to reveal the highest impact projects. The
Atotxa 12 scenario represents a possible but currently nonexistent level of local connectivity - a
challenge for which feasible solutions should be defined. Determining which bus routes are the
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most promising candidates for deviations, as well as potential new lines of service to connect to
Atotxa Station will require an analysis of the overall bus network, mobility patterns in the region,
objectives of local and regional urban form and its development. Similarly, it is also necessary to
optimize the allocation of existing and potential resources to meet these goals.
Commuter rail service provided by Euskotren is the final piece of the transportation system re-
maining to be integrated with the other modes and services. Determining the form, timeline,
financing, and other crucial decision points for linking Euskotren with the rest of the transporta-
tion hub at Atotxa Station will be an important research direction.
The physical design of Atotxa Station will be an important contributor to the performance and
usability of the interchange since it represents the transition between the physical infrastructure
and the surrounding urban area as well as between modes while being important in encourag-
ing business dependence on the area. Designing user space to optimize user flows, maximize
information distribution, and enable the provision of auxiliary services will foster seamless con-
nections and usability. Auxiliary services can be tailored to business needs and might include
new or expanded technological capabilities of the actual station, such as wireless internet, as
well as commercial opportunities that serve the particular needs of business travelers. Lastly,
preparing the site such that the immediately surrounding area welcomes business investment is
important as well: determining possibilities for the development of inside, around, and above
the station is an important next step in perfecting its integration in the surrounding urban fabric
and ensuring pedestrian permeability and seamless transitions between the environments.
7.2.2 System Dynamics Follow Up Opportunities
Enlarging the scope of the model describing the development of the rail network will create a
tool for progress tracking and even performance management over time. Expanding the model
to capture political decision dynamics as well as operational decision rules and feedback loops
that were not captured in this initial version of the model (such as land use and competition)
would enable continued validation and improvements to the model as important milestones are
reached to better understand the dynamics of growth of the high-speed rail network. Addition-
ally, expanding the analysis to include environmental implications over time would be mean-
ingful for both the region and also the larger constituencies, as the EU continues to promote the
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fight against climate change through transportation.
Further research in system dynamics as applied to transportation projects might enable a more
accurate portrayal of the synergystic nature of some of the key decisions adoped over time. Im-
proved projections of total system benefits might be incorporated into traditional cost-benefit
analyses that generally only consider marginal benefits on a relatively short timeframe but fail
to account for the various degrees of amplification of those marginal benefits over time well be-
yond the time horizon for which the discounted rates have an impact. Revisiting how costs and
benefits are defined has a great potential to contribute to the holistic development of the trans-
portation systems over decades and even centuries to come.
7.3 Practical Implications
There are many challenges associated with effective long-range transportation planning. Those
that have surfaced as recurring themes throughout this work and others include:
Timing: The time frame required for traditionally distinct decision-making processes and the
consequences of those decisions are very far removed by nature and by necessity. Trans-
portation projects are generally led by public bodies, whose calendars are governed by the
term limits and expectations of constituencies. The evolution of a system to reach equi-
librium takes years and even decades, making it very difficult to reward effective decision
making - and often to even identify it. This challenge in learning means that decision-
making habits are passed through generations before any real knowledge is acquired about
how effective they are. When feedback does finally surface, it is often muddled with the ef-
fects of other decisions that have since been made and is difficult to attribute to a select
set of decisions.
Permanence: Transportation projects are typically of such a large scale and driven by such ur-
gent necessities that there is one and only one opportunity to create an effective product.
If, despite the challenges in learning from decisions in a reasonable timeframe, an error
surfaces, it is usually too late to remedy since most high-impact decisions are irreversible
once implemented.
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Localism: Local nuances, traveler habits, strategic goals, and cultural identities create artificial
barriers to collaboration and experience sharing.
In discussing effective transportation systems, comparisons are often dismissed in the planning
process as the exceptions. There is a self-limiting preference to look backwards - or at best side-
ways - instead of ahead, continuing to resort to business as usual instead of seizing the oppor-
tunity to learn from the exceptions. Such an aversion to change may be the most limiting factor
in efforts to revolutionize mobility. Clearly, future change is never certain, but without care-
ful consideration, not changing is certain. The persistent example of Switzerland's success with
transportation reappears: outsiders might characterize this "exception" as circumstantial, in-
explicable, and irreplicable and react by lowering their standards. The work contained in this
thesis suggests that the best course of action might be the counterintuitive opposite: let's react
by raising our standards.
Switzerland's early prioritization of intermodality by creating an environment conducive to so-
cial acceptance has made transportation an integral part of their national identity. Switzerland
continues to reap the benefits of the investments made in the system as a whole instead of in-
dividual infusions into its component parts. Although the regions are not perfectly identical,
the many similarities between the two regions merit a very serious consideration of the Swiss
experience in defining the ideal future Basque experience.
Expectations for a transportation system are generally established relative to its performance -
rather than the reverse. Performance goals should be a floor, not a ceiling. However, it is undeni-
ably difficult to measure something that does not exist, to count something that never happens,
to understand the results of the decision not chosen. Reflective of the challenges based on tim-
ing, permanence, and localism in unique and large-scale transportation projects, making deci-
sions that optimize the future is difficult when the actual potential is uncertain. Nevertheless, a
few specific principles may help guide transportation planners in maximizing accessibility.
1. Lengthen planning horizons. As consistently demonstrated in model outputs, the initial
benefit of one scenario over another was modest, but our inability to intuitively under-
stand exponential growth is highlighted as those small benefits are compounded over time.
A planning horizon of 5, 10, or even 25 years might fail to portray the true variation among
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the available options. Planning for longevity also sets an easier stage for comprehensive
environmental protection and management, a topic of utmost importance.
2. Expand planning boundaries. Strict unimodality is a thing of the past. The modern trav-
eler wants and needs a seamless journey from origin to destination which requires collab-
orative integration between modes, along with the resulting high-performing systems and
subsystems that can deliver it. The new era transportation challenge is to understand the
feedback cycles that drive and limit this infinitely complex and interconnected system and
make decisions within the context of those relationships, rather than to avoid it because
it is difficult to define. Transportation has been an enabler for individuals, communities,
and economies for centuries and should continue being used to shape an ideal future as
opposed to projecting a possible future based excessively on past practices.
3. Jump! Decisions need to be made early and confidently. There will never be complete
certainty as to what the future entails, but early decisions will reap greater benefits over
time, as demonstrated in this work. The arrival of high-speed rail in the Basque Country
provides an opportunity for a huge shift in travel patterns, attitudes, and agglomeration
benefits - opportunities that cannot be missed.
An effective transformation of the actual and perceived business landscape of the region will be
catapulted by simultaneous large-scale improvements, by promoting intermodality between air
travel, intercity rail, and urban transport. Slow growth is not the answer: fast, dynamic change
will stimulate the local and regional economy and set the backdrop for business attractiveness
in the international sphere. Truly revolutionizing local and regional mobility begs for a collab-
orative effort between all modes, regions, economies, and decision-makers - because together,
they are greater than the sum of their parts.
7.4 Closing Thoughts
The system dynamics model demonstrates that scenarios with higher initial connectivity outper-
form scenarios with lower initial connectivity. The scenarios with low initial connectivity show
very little growth - in both relative and absolute terms - in many of the observed metrics, while
the scenarios with high initial connectivity show considerable growth, indicating that the power
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of the feedback interactions has been activated. It seems that there is a threshold of initial con-
nectivity above which the loops positively drive the system and below which their impact is not
felt. Understanding that local connectivity must surpass such a threshold gives us confidence to
define the necessary level of intermodality and pursue it relentlessly and without compromise.
In the context of transportation, where the effects of decisions develop over a long period of
time, this approach enables us to learn from past experiences and make better decisions in an
environment where it is very difficult to associate those experiences with the decisions that cre-
ated them. Committing mistakes like the failure to integrate high-speed rail service with Madrid
Barajas Airport and failing to place the Tarragona high-speed rail station in the city center would
preclude success in the Basque Country, losing the opportunity to parlay this transportation in-
vestment to drive economic growth.
Using the Basque Y high-speed rail as a catalyst for change in promoting a shift in mobility pat-
terns, business accessibility, and the economic landscape of the Basque Country on local, re-
gional, national, and international scales depends on exploiting the dormant positive feedback
loops waiting to be activated by strong initial connectivity in Donostia-San Sebastidn and at the
Bilbao Airport.
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Rail Bus
Airport City Similarities Dissimilarities Share Share
- Bus mode share is 5%: it is expected that bus mode share - Very high frequency service that is not likely to
Zurich Zurich, will decrease from its current 16% when the rail is active occur in the Basque Country (trains depart 0.42 0.05Switzerland - Experienced a drop in air traffic, like what will be expected every 10 mins)
_when a substantial portion of the BC-Madrid traffic shifts to rail
- Rail travel time faster than auto travel time
Vienna Vienna, - Similar distance to city center - Multiple rail services offered likely impacts 0.0 .1
International - Rail share shown is for dedicated express rail only, excludes general perception of rail access 0.30 0.11
Airport share of commuter rail connection at airport
- Similar bus mode share to what is expected (drop from 16%)
- Express and local service offerings might be similar for a
Bilbao destined train vs. San Sebastian destined train (for - High frequencies (15 min)London London, UK example) 
-Mc agrarotta nldsapol .9 01Stansted L 40-45min. travel time to London similar to a San Sebastian - Much large eairport that includes a people 0.29 0.11
link
- Initially similar frequencies (30min)
Amsterdam - Serves Amsterdam (12km), Den Hague (40mi), and
Schiphol Amsterdam, Rotterdam (44mi) - Various rail options available (HSR, O.35 0.02
Airport ND - HSR service available, serves the farther destinations just the metropolitan rail, national rail)
same as the principal CBD (Amsterdam)
Copenhagen Copenhagen, - Serves Copenhagen (7mi) and other cities as part of a 2800 (co pare wit Basque Countsry /as 0.33 0.04
Airport Denmark national service - High frequences (20 minute headways)
- Offers express service similar to what the HSR service will be
London London, UK to San Sebastian, Vitoria, etc (45min-1hr driving time) - Offers various rail options 0.24 0.12Heathrow - Only share of express service considered (with tube service, - High frequencies (15 minute headways)
total rail mode share is 24%)
Stockholm- Stockholm, - Offers high-speed service
Arlanda Sweden - Bus is strong competitor with lower cost and not often - Multiple stations at the airport 0.18 0.16impacted by congestion
- 6 mi from downtown Frankfurt, but part of the national rail
Frankfurt Frankfurt, system served by HSR and non-HSR, connecting with other - Very busy airport 0.27 0.06Germany cities whose accessibility has been significantly improved due - Multiple stations
to rail services
- Auto travel times >1hr, rail travel time ~30min
London - Express service runs twice hourly - Higher frequencies when considering both
Gatwick London, UK - Hourly bus service with travel time >1hr, costs $14 shared and dedicated services (express and non- 0.24 0.07
- Bus capture rate of those destined to Central London 15% express)
(very similar to Basque Country)
ne a Geneva- Trains to Geneva city center depart every 15International Geneva, - Part of the Swiss national network minutes (might be possible for Bilbao city center 0.21 0.07Airport at Switzerland - Hourly service to Lucerne, Bern, Zurich but not a likely frequency to all destinations)Cointrin
C.0
0
0
CL
CD
0
A.2 Acronyms and Abbreviations
AENA Aeropuertos Espafholes y Navegaci6n Aerea [Spanish Airports and Aerial Navegation]
AVE Alta Velocidad Espanola [Spanish High-Speed]
CEC Commission of the European Communities
EC European Commission
EU European Union
EUSTAT Statistical Institute of the Basque Country
EUROSTAT Statistical Office of the European Union
EMMA Estudios de Movilidad del Modo Aereo [Air Transport Mobility Studies]
FEVE Ferrocarriles Espafioles de Via Estrecha [Wide-Gauge Railways]
RFF Reseau Ferr6 de France [French Rail Network]
HSR High-speed rail
INE Instituto Nacional de Estadisticas [National Institute of Statistics]
RENFE Red Nacional de Ferrocarriles Espafioles [Spanish National Rail Network]
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